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ABSTRACT
Gas hydrates are solid crystalline compounds (clathrates) that encage gas molecules inside
the lattices of hydrogen bonded water molecules within a specific temperature-pressure
stability zone. It is imperative that reliable detection and quantification modi operandi are
developed, as proposed in this research, to identify hydrate-laden strata and determine
economic viability of this potential energy yield.

This thesis presents the experimental analysis of synthetic refrigerant hydrates in Ottawa
sand using dielectric principles to determine specific hydrate content. Hydrate specimens
were constructed via moist tamped Ottawa sand, purged with carbon dioxide, saturated
with de-aired water, and mixed with aknown amount of R-1 1to produce precise hydrate
contents. The specimen's bulk dielectric constant was measured using aTheta Probe by
applying the principles of TDR. A distinct relationship between hydrate content and the
bulk dielectric constant of sand specimens is determined, as well; volumetric expansion
associated with hydrate formation is also portrayed.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1) Statement of Problem:
The traditional oil, gas, and coal reserves are continually being depleted at an alarming rate
due to the exponentially rising energy demand on a global basis, prompting industry to
quest after asignificant alternative for future dependence. The recognition of natural gas
hydrates reserves as a significant potential energy yield, roughly twice all known
conventional fossil fuel reserves, coupled with its diverse locality has pushed gas hydrates
to the forefront of industrial research initiatives.

Gas hydrates are naturally occurring materials known to hold aunique structural complex
that encapsulates avariety of gaseous compounds within awater matrix. They have been
known to exist since their discovery in 1810 with research first conducted around the
1930's due to problematic formation of gas hydrates in pipelines. These hydrates also exist
naturally in areas that harbour acceptable pressure-temperature regimes, mainly within
ocean sediments on the continental shelves and embedded in regions of permafrost. The
predominance of methane as the host gas within the hydrate lattice and its inherent energy
yield is the primary focus of consideration on aglobal scale due to the abundance of natural
gas hydrate deposits scattered geographically.

Continual research has expanded into adiverse variety of facets to date, keying in on three
chief aspects of naturally occurring hydrates: submarine geohazards, global warming, and
an alternate energy source.

Recent global estimates have unveiled sizeable gas hydrate
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deposits distributed worldwide containing ample methane to be considered asignificant
and viable energy source for the future. Achieving this potential has been troublesome for
the oil and gas industry with respect to detection, quantification, and especially extraction
methodologies due to the inherent instability exhibited by hydrates outside their preferred
in-situ conditions.

Concern has also been raised regarding the stability of natural

submarine slopes and engineered/manmade structures in the vicinity of gas hydrate bearing
strata.

The pressure-temperature sensitive hydrate region can be altered by sea level

fluctuations, seismic shifts, and any natural or anthropogenic induced stress which causes
dissociation and subsequent loss of strength.

It is also speculated that gas hydrates

contribute to global warming through gradual and catastrophic events spanning the
geologic history of the earth. A few theoretical models have recently been proposed, with
some debate, to incorporate the significance of gas hydrate formation and dissociation on
climate change over time.

The most novel advances in gas hydrate research have been attained through extensive
ongoing field and laboratory initiatives/programs geared towards in-situ detection and
quantification with correlation to fundamental hydrate properties.

Three of the most

common techniques being investigated are acoustics using longitudinal (P-Waves) and
shear (S-Waves) waves, dielectric response determined by time domain reflectometry
(TDR), and electrical resistivity.

The modus operandi to be examined in this research

undertaking is the distinctive dielectric behaviour associated with hydrates in order to
render successful laboratory determination of hydrate content with potential for adaptation
in-situ.

Accurate and reliable in-situ quantification techniques are paramount in
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determining the economic viability of this potential energy yield, characterizing gas
hydrate reserves with respect to hydrate content and spatial distribution.

Fundamental

hydrate characteristics, determined by detailed laboratory testing of synthetic, reconstituted,
and undisturbed hydrate samples, are dependant upon numerous factors including:
sensitivity of the temperature-pressure stability zone, sediment type, bulk density, porosity,
permeability, pH, salinity, concentration/abundance of free gas, spatial distribution in pore
spaces, specific cage occupancy, and influence of inhibitors.

This research focuses on the experimental analysis of synthetic refrigerant (R-11/H20)
hydrates in Ottawa sand employing time domain reflectometry principles to verify specific
hydrate contents and determine a trend in bulk dielectric response.

Refrigerant-11 was

chosen for ease of formation to create synthetic hydrates at atmospheric pressure and
temperatures barely above freezing, closely simulating structure II natural gas hydrates
when mixed with water at a volumetric ratio of Water/R-11 equal to 3.41.

Hydrate

specimens were constructed via moist tamped 20/30 Ottawa sand, purged with carbon
dioxide (CO 2), saturated with de-aired water, and mixed with aknown amount of R-1 1to
produce precise hydrate contents. The main objective of this experimentation is to define a
reliable correlation between hydrate percentage and the dielectric response of the bulk
specimens by measuring the un-hydrated volumetric water content using aTheta Probe in
comparison with initial hydrate formation percentages.

This relationship will provide a

stable platform for continued research of similar nature using CO 2 and CH4 hydrates at
much greater formation pressures, utilizing the high-pressure triaxial equipment in the
Geotechnical Gas Hydrate Research Laboratory at the University of Calgary, as well as the
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eventual application to natural hydrate deposits in-situ. Realizing the enormous potential
of natural gas hydrates as a significant energy yield is the ideological cornerstone that
underlies the premise of this thesis.

1.2) Thesis Objectives:
The main focal point of this thesis is to advance ongoing research initiatives encompassing
natural gas hydrate deposits as a"frontier" energy resource, specifically with respect to
detection and quantification techniques using dielectric principles.

The key objectives within this research undertaking are as follows:

> Determine adistinct relatinship between hydrate content and the bulk dielectric
constant of sand specimens.
> Demonstrate that volumetric expansion is fundamentally associated with hydrate
formation and roughly proportional to hydrate content.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
2.1) History:
The scientific community has been aware of gas hydrates for nearly 200 years with research
pursuant to the oil and gas industry since the 1930's (Makogon and Holditch 2001).
Hydrate formation in pipelines during transportation of natural gas was the inaugural
challenge faced by the petroleum industry (Hammerschmidt 1934). The resulting pipeline
blockages fuelled research on the chemical composition, physical structure, and the
stability characteristics of gas hydrates in order to overcome this detriment. Thus, many
aspects of natural gas hydrates were well understood prior to discovery of natural deposits
in the environment.

The first known observation of naturally occurring hydrates was

documented in 1965 (Sloan 1998) and subsequent discovery of natural gas hydrate
(methane) deposits within the permafrost regions of the Soviet Union around 1966
(Makogon 1966, 1974, 1981, 1997). The Messoyakha gas field in western Siberia was the
frontier development associated with gas hydrate deposits in permafrost (Makogon et al.
1972). The first sample recovery of gas hydrates was obtained from the Prudhoe Bay oil
field of Alaska by Arco/Exxon using apressure-core barrel in 1972 (Collett 1983).

The

Mallik 2L-38 well in the Mackenzie Delta of Canada boasts the most successful core
recovery of hydrate samples in permafrost as undertaken primarily by the Geologic Survey
of Canada and the Japan National Oil Company in 1998 (Dallimore et al. 1999).
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Russian scientists were also the first to postulate the potential for gas hydrates to exist in
ocean bottom sediments (Makogon et al. 1972) supported by direct observations and
recovery from the Black Sea (Yefremova and Zhizhchenko 1974). Unexplained seismic
reflections in the Blake Ridge region of the Atlantic Ocean prior to 1970 (Marki et al. 1970;
Stoll et al. 1971) later gave rise to apopular method of gas hydrate detection which was
verified during the Deep Sea Drilling Program (DSDP) Leg 76 (Kvenvolden and Barnard
1984). This anomalous seismic reflection, known as abottom simulating reflector (BSR)
(Shipley et al. 1979), has been used extensively to date for inference of gas hydrate deposits
in marine environments worldwide although it is not infallible (Bryan and Marki 1996;
Holister and Ewing 1972; Tucholke et al. 1977; Dallimore et al. 1999; Guerin et al. 1999;
Peltzer and Brewer 2000). Natural gas (CH4)hydrates have been recognized as apotential
energy source since the mid 1960's, however, limited extraction initiatives have been
pursued due to the abundance of conventional oil and gas reservoirs. Recent concern with
dwindling natural gas supplies have resulted in added political pressures and economic
incentives to investigate this vast energy yield.

2.2)

Significance:

2.2.1 Alternate Energy Source
As global energy demand rises at an enormous rate facilitating ever-increasing depletion of
known conventional reserves (Gas, Oil, & Coal) worldwide, today's technological society
searches for new means of sustainable energy (Max and Lowrie 1996). Awareness of gas
hydrates as apotential alternate energy source is becoming widely accepted and they are
commonly recognized as a "frontier" gas resource with future viability.

Gas hydrate
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deposits are distributed predominantly within the first 2,000 meters of the earth's surface
storing an abundance of methane worldwide (Kvenvolden 1999). Nearly 99% of all gas
hydrate deposits encompass pure methane at a volume of approximately 164 m3 with
respect to standard temperature and pressure conditions per cubic meter of hydrate
(Kvenvolden 1993a, 2000a).

A comparison of energy content in methane hydrate with

respect to other common forms of fuel is presented in Table 2.1 (Max and Dillion 2000).
This source of methane is highly attractive as afuture energy resource because the heat
combustion potential realized from 1 m3 of methane hydrate is

1462.6 Mcal/m3,

substantially greater than the 91.0 Mcal/m3 released during dissociation (Makogon et al.
1997).

However, along with detection and quantification short comings, the ability to recover the
encapsulated/hydrated methane as free gas from an unconsolidated mix of sediment and
water within a typical hydrate deposit is problematic as low permeability and eminent
formation instability deter favourable production schemes (Kvenvolden 1999). Geohazards
pose additional constraints on exploitation of gas hydrates resulting from the possible
instability of natural submarine slopes and engineered/manmade structures in the vicinity of
delicate hydrate bearing strata.

The Messoyakha gas field in Western Siberia claims

successful natural gas extraction from hydrate deposits, although agreat deal of skepticism
surrounds this postulation (Collett 1993, Sloan 1998). The ability to economically recover
methane from natural hydrate deposits would not only ensure the longevity of natural gas
supplies globally, but also allow many countries to pursue energy independence.
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2.2.2 Submarine Geohazard
Gas hydrates are stable under specific pressure and temperature conditions at shallow
depths within the seafloor of the continental slope. They form in the pore spaces of the
unconsolidated marine sediment, inhibiting natural consolidation and mineral cementation
processes, acting as ametastable bonding agent (Kvenvolden 1999). Hydrate dissociation
results from pressure decreases (coastal developments, sea level changes, localized sliding
and slumping, formation depressurization) or temperature increases (global warming,
sediment accretion, reservoir production) causing adramatic reduction in effective stress
due to excess pore pressures at the base of the hydrate stability zone (Dillon 1992;
Kvenvolden 1993b, 1994, 1999; Max and Dillon 2000). The change in effective stress as
dissociation proceeds is a function of the pore space hydrate content as per Figure 2.1
(Grozic and K.valstad 2001). Instability ensues as azone of weakness develops with the
loss of shear strength followed by sediment collapse, slope failure, and/or failure of
engineering structures as illustrated in Figure 2.2 (Borowski and Paull 1997; Chaouch and
Briaud 1997; Kevenvolden 1999).

The potential for instability associated with gas hydrate deposits also poses risks to
conventional oil and gas production via gas blowouts, fires, catastrophic well-site
subsidence, gas leakage, and casing or borehole collapse (Yakushev and Collett 1992;
Bagrov and Lerche 1997). Drilling and production operations mechanically and thermally
disturb gas hydrates causing either an increase in formation pressure or uncontrolled gas
flow as hydrate disassociates (Figure 2.3: Collett and Dallimore 2002).
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2.2.3 Global Climate Change
Gas hydrates have also been linked to global climate change throughout geologic history
dating back as far as 183 and 55.5 million years ago to the Jurassic period during the Early
Toarcian anoxic event (Hesselbo et al. 2000) and the latest Paleocene thermal maximum
occurrence (Zachos et al. 1993; Katz et al. 1999), respectively. Mass dissociation of gas
hydrates causing asubstantial release of CH4 into the ocean during the first few decades of
interglacial and interstadial epochs has been linked to dramatic global warming through
oscillations of atmospheric methane content in polar ice cores (Brook et al. 1996;
Chappellaz et al. 1990; Lorius et al. 1990; Raynaud et al, 1998; Severinghaus et al. 1998).
Mechanisms such as sea level drop or water temperature increases are responsible for the
instability of gas hydrate deposits as previously discussed, resulting in CH4 and
enriched CO2 addition to the environment.

12 C

There is also speculation that melting of ice

sheets above polar continental gas hydrate deposits promotes deglaciation and enhances
global warming (Nisbet 1990). "Released CH4 is transferred to the exchangeable carbon
reservoir by diffusion into the water column or by ebullition into the atmosphere as aresult
of sediment slope failure, sliding, or collapse (Dickens et al. 1995; Katz et al. 1999)."

Methane gas has a global warming potential 20 times more effective than an equivalent
weight of carbon dioxide (Shine et al. 1990) with over 3,000 times more methane present in
hydrate deposits than the atmosphere (MacDonald 1990).

There are anumber of factors

that determine whether hydrate methane will reach the atmosphere such as rates of
dissociation, gas migration and trapping in sediments, gas venting into the water column,
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and microbial oxidation of methane to carbon dioxide (Kvenvolden 2000b).

There is

considerable uncertainty in the role of gas hydrates on global climates as modelled by
Kvenvolden (1993b) in Figure 2.4.

2.3)

Global Specifics:

2.3.1 Location
Gas hydrate deposits are limited to two specific regions in the shallow geosphere
worldwide, comprised of excess methane at concentrations well above its water solubility
concentration and at a much higher density than free gas, within precise pressuretemperature regimes (Kvenvolden 2000a). Polar regions are known to hold gas hydrates at
shallow depths in continental permafrost, usually in conjunction with conventional reserves
but some overlap extending into the offshore sediment of the polar continental shelves has
been documented (Kvenvolden 2000a; Max and Dillon 2000).

The second and most

prominent region of gas hydrate significance is located within the shallow sediments under
deep water of oceanic outer continental margins, restricted to continental slopes and outer
continental margin rises (Kvenvolden 1993b).

The vast distribution of gas hydrates is

spread worldwide (Figure 2.5) with the more notable locations listed in Table 2.2 (Booth et
al. 1996; Collett and Dallimore 2002; Ginsburg and Soloviev 1998; Kvenvolden et al.
1993; Rastogi et al. 1999).

Specific to Canada there are natural hydrate deposits

surrounding all three major coastlines as illustrated in Figure 2.6.
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2.3.2 Source
Biogenic generation of methane resulting from biodegradation of deposited organic matter
over time at shallow depths is the primary source of available gas for hydrate formation,
especially in marine environments.

In contrast, gas hydrates associated with permafrost

regions are more commonly supplied by athermogenic source of methane that requires
considerable migration upward from greater depths at higher temperatures where
origination occurs (Rastogi et al. 1999; Max and Dillon 2000).

There are four common

formational structures that can be encountered in natural hydrate deposits: disseminated
crystals, nodules, layers, or massive hydrates (Sloan 1998). Hydrates generally form within
the pore spaces of coarse sediments culminating as cementation over time, contrasting the
potential displacement of sediment grains exhibited in finer soils (Figure 2.7: Clennell et al.
2000).

The preferable sediment types that harbour gas hydrates as pore-filling constituents are
coarse grained sand and sandstones with varying degrees of consolidation, typically
unconsolidated or semiconsolidated, providing challenges for production and detriments to
stability (Kvenvolden 2000b). Fine-grained soils like clays and mudstone do not preclude
hydrate development, however, formation is further inhibited by afew more factors such as
porosity, permeability, pore size and distribution, bound water, capillary action, etc
(Kvenvolden 1993b; Ginsburg and Soloviev 1998; Makogon 1997; Clennel et al. 2000;
Smith et al. 2002).
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2.3.3 Estimate
Considerable efforts have been made in the last twenty years to quantify the amount of
methane stored in natural hydrate deposits throughout the world.

The first estimates to

quantify the amount of methane stored in natural gas hydrate deposits were made in 1981
by the Potential Gas Committee ranging from 3.1 x i0' 5 to 7600 x i0' 5 m3 for marine
environments and from 0.014 x 1015 to 34 x 1015 m3 for permafrost regions (Potential Gas
Committee 1981). These estimates have since been adjusted conservatively to 21 x 1015 m3
in total at standard conditions (Kvenvolden 1988; MacDonald 1990).

For ease of

comparison, the quantity of natural gas held in hydrate form globally is in excess of twice
all the known conventional reserves (oil, gas, and coal deposits) with over 98% located in
marine sediments (Makogon and Holditch 2001),

This is graphically depicted by

K.venvolden (1988) in Figure 2.8 as afunction of organic carbon.

Gas hydrates are as a rule uniformly distributed as pore-filling constituents within
sediments from afew centimeters to more than 30 meters in natural deposits (Booth et at.
1996; Collett 1993; Dallimore et al. 1999).

2.4)

Gas Hydrate Characteristics:

2.4.1 Structure and Composition
Gas hydrates are solid crystalline compounds comprised of hydrogen-bonded water
molecules forming arigid ice crystal lattice that encapsulates free gas molecules at adenser
state, also known scientifically as aclathrate (Max and Dillon 2000; Kvenvolden 2000a).
Furthermore, they are nonstoichiometric inclusion compounds consisting of a three-
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dimensional host lattice comprised of molecular water that encages guest molecules for
internal stability (Cao et al. 2001).

Methane is the predominant gas that forms natural

hydrates but there are avariety of other gases with the same ability such as light alkanes of
higher density like ethane, propane, isobutene and some non-hydrocarbons.

Some non-

hydrocarbons are also susceptible to hydrate formation like carbon dioxide, nitrogen,
oxygen, and hydrogen sulfide (Max and Dillon 2000; Kvenvolden 2000a).

Two fundamental clathrate structures discovered by Stackelb erg in the 1950's, and athird
by Ripmeester in 1987, are now typically associated with gas hydrate deposits (Figure 2.9:
Khokhar et al. 2000); termed as structure I, structure II, and structure H respectively
(Makogon 1997; Ripmeester and Ratcliffe 1990; Sassen and MacDonald 1995). Structure I
clathrates consist of six large cages (14-hedra) and 2small cages (12-hedra) while structure
II embodies eight large cages (16-hedra) and sixteen small cages (12-hedra) (Takeya et al.
2002).

Methane, typically from biogenic sources, is primarily housed in structure Ihydrates as the
preferred guest molecule requiring van der Waals diameters between 4.1 and 5.6

A. Larger

gas molecules from biogenic and more prominently thermogenic processes compete for
cage occupancy in structure II and H hydrates as summarized in Table 2.3 and Figure 2.10
(Kvenvolden 2000a; Lanoil et al. 2001; Makogon 1997; Sloan 1998; Stern et al. 1996).
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The hydrate complex is expressed by the chemical formula shown in Equation 1.1 as a
function of cage occupancy in terms of the hydration number, where M represents ahydrate
forming gas and NH is the hydration number (Makogon et al. 1997; Moridis 2002):

(2.1)

M

+ NHH2O

=

MNHH2O

Structure Ihydrates contain 46 water molecules per unit cell with a hydration number
ranging from 5.75 at 100% cage occupancy to roughly 7.4 and structure II hydrates have
capacity for 136 water molecules with ahydration number starting at 5.67 (Sloan 1998;
McDowell and Raghunathan 1968).

Methods for calculating hydrate density have been

developed with the use of X-ray diffraction, NMR, EPR, and computer tomography as
summarized by Makogon (1997).

The cage occupancy of gas hydrates increases at lower temperatures and higher pressures
but rarely reaches its maximum of 100% (Max and Dillon 2000). One volume of water can
encapsulate up to 207 volumes of methane resulting in 1m3 of hydrate containing 164.6

in3

of methane and 0.9 m3 of water at standard conditions (Makogon et al. 1997; Kvenvolden
2000a). The representative density for structure Imethane hydrate is around 0.91 g/cm3 but
varies according to pressure, temperature, degree of cage occupancy, and methane purity.

2.4.2 Stability Zone
Gas hydrate stability is confined to a delicate pressure-temperature regime where
thermodynamic principles govern the kinetics of formation and dissociation.

The gas
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hydrate stability zone (HSZ) fosters hydrate formation in natural sediments under
specific low temperature and high pressure conditions. Methane hydrates are capable of
existence within a broad low temperature range between —15 to +15 °C coupled with
enormous pressures escalating upwards of 90 MPa. The bulk of in-situ natural gas hydrate
deposits are located in marine sediments at temperatures above freezing, commonly around
5 to 10 °C and increasing with the geothermal gradient from the seafloor surface.
Laboratory research on methane hydrate formation

and dissociation kinetics has

predominantly been conducted at reasonable high pressures, between 15 to 20 MPa,
comparable to typical in-situ deposits (Buffett 1997; Komai et al. 1998; Kvenvolden 1988).
The critical factors which influence hydrate formation and stability are: pressure,
temperature, gas composition, volume of bulk free water, salinity, availability of gas, type
of sediments, presence of catalysts or inhibitors, etc (Makogon and Holditch 2001;
Kvenvolden 1988).

Oceanic gas hydrates are capable of existence at water depths greater than roughly 400 m to
a maximum depth defined by the geothermal gradient while permafrost hydrates are
feasible as shallow as 200 in below the ground surface.

Adequate sediment thickness,

water depth, seafloor temperature, and the geothermal gradient all contribute to hydrate
formation in oceanic sediments (Rastogi et al. 1999; Max and Dillon 2000; Kvenvolden
1988). Hydrates associated with continental polar regions are primarily afunction of the
subsurface stress state,

ambient ground temperature, and the geothermal gradient.

Figure 2.11 illustrates the sensitive bounds of the gas hydrate stability zone in oceanic and
permafrost sediments for pure water (Kamath et al. 1987; Kvenvolden 1988).
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There is asubstantial decrease in the amount of pore water transformed to hydrate as the
bonding energy of pore water increases near mineral surfaces in fine grained soils
(Figure 2.12).

An increase in salinity also inhibits the quantity of hydrate formation

causing a -1.5 °C temperature shift, effectively narrowing the hydrate stability zone as
illustrated by phase diagram in Figure 2.13 (Buffett 1997; Chuvilin et al. 2002; Clennell et
al. 2000; Dickens and Quinsby-Hunt 1994). Finer grained sediments and salinity both shift
the hydrate stability zone to higher pressure and lower temperature conditions upon
formation and dissociation (Chuvilin et al. 2002) while the inclusion of heavier natural gas
components such as ethane, propane, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide shift the
methane hydrate stability curve to lower pressures and higher temperatures (Figure 2.13)
(Buffett 1997; Kawasaki et al. 2002; Parlaktuna and Erdogmus 2001).

2.4.3 Formation Kinetics
Gas hydrate formation is an exothermic process that begins at the gas-water interface in the
pore spaces of sediments, following a unique thermodynamic and kinetic process as
illustrated in Figure 2.14. The solubility of methane in water increases with pressure and
declining temperature during the supercooling phase prior to hydrate formation, creating a
supersaturated condition (Figure 2.15: Komai et al. 1998; Figure 2.16: Makogon 1997). An
initial pressure drop occurs during the cooling stage in accordance to the general gas laws
as shown in Figure 2.14 (Kornai et al. 1998). A crystal nuclei forms at first with continued
hydration until the free gas-water interface is completely covered (Buffett 1997; Makogon
1997; Makogon et al. 1998; Takeya et al. 2000; Varaminian 2002). The methane solubility
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decreases abruptly with lower temperatures once hydrate is present due to ablockage at
the gas-water interface and arapid increase in surface tension forces, allowing hydrate to
crystallize from the aqueous solution (Buffett 1997; Makogon 1997; Makogon et al. 1998).
A larger decrease in pressure manifests itself as dissolved gases are incorporated into
hydrate (Figure 2.14) and it is this differential in partial pressure, between the gas in
solution and at the hydrate surface, that drives the growth of hydrates resulting in amassive
crystal aggregation.

Hydrates can exist as disseminated crystals, nodules, layers or massive hydrates (Sloan
1998).

The rate of gas consumption slows with continued hydrate growth and becomes

diffusion controlled as water and guest molecules propagate to the newly formed hydrate
layer (Figure 2.17) (Makogon 1997; Kornai et al. 1998; Sloan 1998; Wright et al. 1998).
The diffusive permeability of gas in the pore water of sediments decreases as gas hydrate
forms to an extent as much as 100 times less. Free gas accumulation is commonly found
below the base of the hydrate stability zone either due to restricted permeability of the
massive hydrate cap or from dissociation related to the upward migration of the stability
zone, accentuating the seismic anomaly known as the base simulating reflector (Makogon
et al. 1998; Rastogi et al. 1999; Rowe and Gettrust 1993).

The conversion of gas and water or ice to solid hydrate is an exothermic process
(Moudrakovski et al. 1999) as identified by the rapid rise in temperature at formation point
in Figure 2.14. An increase of 26 to 32% in the specific volume of water and an abrupt
reduction in the specific volume of gas occurs at the phase transition as hydrate forms
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(Makogon 1997; Makogon et al. 1998). The heat of hydrate formation or dissociation is
determined using the Clausius-Clapeyron Equation (Equation 2.2), where

HKH

is the heat of

formation or dissociation, VH is the volume of hydrate and VD is volume of dissociation
products (Davidson 1973):

(2.2)

dP/dT

=

L\H/(T•(VH

-

VD))

Comparative values obtained from calorimeter experiments verify the aptness of the
Clausius-Clapeyron Equation at temperatures near 273 K (Khokhar et al. 2000). A small
temperature spike occurs in the later stages of formation as latent heat is released during the
freezing of the remaining pore water (Figure 2.14). The formation temperature gradually
increases upon multiple hydrate formation and dissociation cycles, reducing the amount of
activation energy required for hydrates to nucleate as some hydrogen bonds remain in
solution unscathed from previous dissociation events due to a hysteresis process
(Figure 2.18)(Komai et al. 1998; Wright et al. 1998). A larger proportion of the pore water
is also transformed to hydrate with subsequent formation cycles due to these water memory
effects, increasing the hydrate efficiency of soil samples, often related to geologic history
(Figure 2.19)(Wright et al. 1998; Grozic 2001). Another anomaly occurs as temperature is
gradually increased within the stability zone above the freezing point of pore water;
additional hydrate formation continues upon thawing of ice (Kornai et al.
Moudrakovski et al. 1999; Wright et al. 1998).

1998;
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2.4.4 Dissociation Kinetics
Dissociation of gas hydrates is an endothermic process that results in the release of methane
gas and water through heat flow (Sloan 1998).

Volume expansion of the released gas

causes asharp increase in sample pressure unless adequate dissipation is available through
the sediments.

At the dissociation point in Figure 2.14 the hydrate sample temperature

declined momentarily, lagging behind the external temperature rise, known as endothermic
cooling.

Dissociation progressed rapidly and did not waiver with successive hydrate

cycles, thus, it can be inferred that the hydrate dissociation curve is its equilibrium curve.

The phenomenon of endothermic cooling is also responsible for converting pore water to
ice during in-situ hydrate core recovery (Komai et al. 1998; Winters et al. 1999; Wright et
al. 1998). The behaviour of "self' preservation occurs as hydrates dissociate at lower
temperatures in the range of 242 to 271 K.

The dissociation rate prior to and after this

specific temperature range progresses much faster in comparison as illustrated in
Figure 2.20 (Stem et al. 2002).

The first stages of dissociation are rapid producing

products of water and gas at temperatures well below freezing and as aresult ice forms on
the hydrate surface. Heating the sample through the H20 melting point re-establishes rapid
and complete dissociation, thus, ice shielding is believed to be the mechanism responsible
for "self' preservation effects (Stem et al. 2002).

2.4.5 Synthetic Hydrates
It is also important to realize that many natural and manufactured compounds are capable
of forming hydrate structures, both naturally and synthetically, via reaction with water
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molecules at specific volumetric ratios under a variety of temperature and pressure
regimes.

Some examples of compounds that commonly form natural clathrate structures

are carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and hydrogen sulfide as previously mentioned in section 2.4.1
(Max and Dillon 2000; Kvenvolden 2000a).

In addition, there are anumber of obscure

chemical compounds that form good hydrate structures at manageable (low) pressures and
temperatures suitable for preliminary laboratory investigations prior to analysis of methane
hydrates utilizing complex and sophisticated high pressure experimentation equipment.

A synthetic hydrate, by definition, is a chemical compound that reacts with water at a
specific volumetric ratio under fixed temperatures and pressures to form either astructure I
or II clatbrate, created via detailed experimental procedures.

The most common

compounds documented in literature as acceptable synthetic hydrate formers under
laboratory investigations for hydrate research are CH4, CO2, R-11 and Tetrahydrofuran
(THF).

It was important to choose ahydrate former that has been previously proven to

form hydrates at low (atmospheric) pressure and easily attainable temperatures, either R-1 1
or THF, simplifying the experimental complexities within acceptable time and budget
constraints.

R-1 1is arefrigerant gas, classified as achiorofluorocarbon (CFC), chemically known as
Trichioromonofluoromethance (CC13F) and has traditionally been used in commercial
refrigerant applications such as fridges and air conditioning. Refrigerant R-1 1was chosen
as the reactant for this experimentation because it closely simulates natural in-situ
conditions, forming structure II hydrates with water, due to its immiscibility in water and
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susceptibility to the same interfacial effects commonly associated with hydrate-forming
gases (unlike THF hydrates). The effect of the guest molecule on most physical properties
of hydrates is considered to be marginal (Sloan 1998) and does not significantly influence
the general behavioural trends anticipated to satisfy the main thesis objectives. Synthetic
R-11 hydrate forms at a precise volumetric ratio of H2OIR-11 equal to 3.41 under
atmospheric pressure at temperatures below approximately 4 °C, thus, simplifying
experimental procedure in contrast to high pressure systems (Mork et al. 2000).

2.5) Dielectric Properties:
2.5.1 Time Domain Reflectometry Theory
Time domain reflectometry (TDR) is anondestructive experimental technique traditionally
used to identify discontinuities in transmission lines and communication cables by
monitoring reflections/changes from an electromagnetic step pulse traveling through aline
of known length.

Application to in-situ and laboratory soil samples has also yielded

successful results in determination of the unfrozen volumetric water content of soils using
coaxial or parallel line configurations and AC current (Figure 2.21) to measure the
sample's bulk dielectric constant, also known as permittivity (Dalton 1992; Dalton et al.
1984; Patterson and Smith 1981; Topp et al. 1980).

The complex dielectric constant is a comparative measure of electromagnetic wave
propagation through amaterial with respect to the known standard wave velocity in free
space. It is comprised of a"real" portion that primarily deals with the physical propagation
velocity of electromagnetic waves through the material of choice and an "imaginary" part
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associated with the occurrence of any magnetic and electrical losses during wave
propagation over the sample length. The overall complex dielectric constant (K) as shown
in Equation 2.3 is also frequency dependent in regards to both its "real" and "imaginary"
parts.

(2.3)

K*

=

K' +j.(K"

+ (cYd/c•6O))

The "real" part of the complex dielectric constant (K') is extremely sensitive to the
volumetric water content

(0),

as well it fluctuates considerably with respect to frequency.

However, the measurement of the dielectric constant has been shown to exhibit very little
dependence on frequency itself when bound within the specific frequency range of 1MHz
to 1GHz. The "imaginary" part (K") of the complex dielectric constant includes both the
magnetic and electrical losses. The other symbols are related to the frequency dependence
of the complex dielectric constant and resolved as follows:
frequency conductivity,

c≥

j

=

(1)h/2, O•dc

is the zero-

is the angular frequency, and so is the free-space permittivity.

The magnetic properties of most geologic materials show negligible fluctuation in
comparison to the magnetic properties of free space, as well, computation of the magnetic
loss is extremely complex and well beyond the scope of this thesis. The electrical losses
are essentially negligible in avirtually homogeneous low-loss material such as the 20/30
Ottawa sand being used in this experimentation (Davis and Annan 1977; Davis et al. 1977;
Patterson and Smith 1981; Topp et al. 1980).
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Thus, the effects of magnetic variations and electrical losses do not need to be considered
within the scope of this research. It is important to realize that electrical losses may be an
influencing factor in the application of this rational to fine grained soils, requiring the
dielectric theory to be reworked at a more complex level in order to merit acceptable
results. As aresult of the aforementioned assumptions, the dielectric constant measured by
TDR in predominantly soil samples of mineral origin is reduced to and termed the apparent
dielectric constant (Ka)as Ka

K'.

The propagation velocity of the electromagnetic wave is measured and the apparent
dielectric constant is calculated from Equations 2.4 and 2.5, where cis the velocity of an
electromagnetic wave in free space (3 x 108 m/s), V is the wave propagation velocity, L is
the length of sample, and tis the travel time (Fellner-Feldegg 1969):

(2.4)

KaZ (c/V) 2

(2.5)

V=L/t

The apparent dielectric constant of water (Ka z 80.5 at 20 °C) dominantly influences the
permittivity of the aggregate sample because it is significantly greater than all other
components: air (Ka = 1), ice (Ka z 3.15 to 3.2), or granular soil (Ka

2.0 to 4.0). In 1980

Topp defined the relationship between volumetric water content (0 w) and the apparent
dielectric constant (Ka)as abest-fit third-degree polynomial applicable to avariety of soil
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types, although calibration to specific soils can be obtained. This correlation is depicted
in Figure 2.22 as the shaded area and expressed mathematically as per Equation 2.6 (Topp
et al. 1980):

(2.6)

Ka = 3.03 + 9.3'O + 146 .0.0 ,2 76.7.0,3
-

Application of TDR to soils requires consideration of the following variables: soil texture,
soil structure, soluble salts, water content, temperature, density, and measurement
frequency. The soil texture, structure, and density subject minimal to negligible influence
on the permittivity of bulk soil samples since the apparent dielectric constant of water is
immensely greater than dry soil, masking any possible effects (Topp et al. 1980; Davis et
al. 1977).

A theoretical model was derived by Maxwell De Loor (1964, 1990) and

modified by Dobsen et al. (1985) to account for soil texture variations. A slight decrease in
permittivity occurs due to alarger proportion of bound water associated with the greater
specific surface area of finer textured soils. The tightly absorbed water exhibits adielectric
constant much lower than free water, speculated to be similar to ice (Dirksen and Dasberg
1993; Smith and Tice 1988). Experiments by Grozic et al. (2000) using triaxial apparatus
in conjunction with TDR illustrate the effect of bulk density and gas content as compared to
Topp (1980).

The soluble salt concentration in pore water tends to increase the attenuation of the
electromagnetic pulse providing measurement difficulties but does not significantly impact
the bulk dielectric constant (Figure 2.23: Patterson and Smith 1985). Temperature effects
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must be considered as the dielectric constant of water increases with decreasing
temperature as scaled in Table 2.4 (Atkins et al. 1998), however, the overall permittivity of
soil exhibits minimal variation (Figure 2.24) (Davis et al. 1977; Topp et al. 1980; Weast
1986; White et al. 1994; Wraith and Or 1999).

The dielectric principles of time domain reflectometry have been utilized to ascertain the
degree of pore saturation by gas hydrate.

Wright established that the apparent dielectric

constant of hydrates is essentially the same as ice, Ka
experimentation on gas hydrates formed in silica silt.

3.15 to 3.2, through TDR

At temperatures above 0 °C it is

critical to note that gas hydrate is present within the soil matrix rather than ice. Monitoring
the change in the bulk dielectric constant of the sample with respect to amaterial specific
non-hydrate Ka versus Ov relationship, the amount of gas hydrate can be estimated from the
remaining un-hydrated pore water (Wright et al. 2000). Figure 2.25 depicts acomparison
between the TDR derived method and the conventional pressure-volume-temperature
approach used in determining methane consumption during gas hydrate formation (Wright
et al. 2002). Both methods yield similar results, thus, imparting confidence that TDR is a
feasible approach to quantify gas hydrate content in the pore spaces of soil specimens.

2.5.2 Dielectric Mixing Model
Synthetic hydrates are formed in this research initiative using an H20/R-11 mixture at a
ratio of 3.41:1.

The bulk specimens are comprised of 20/30 Ottawa sand, H20, and the

inclusion of R-1 1as an additional phase liquid prior to hydrate foiniation. The dominance
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portrayed upon the apparent dielectric constant of unreacted water in comparison to all
other components of the bulk specimen (Table 2.5), including hydrate formation over time,
suggest that Equation 2.6 will hold true and yield meaningful results.

It

is

also

advantageous

experimentation,

to

employ

a reliable

dielectric

specifically after hydrate formation,

to

mixing

accurately

model

during

determine the

theoretical bulk dielectric constant of the each test specimen under analysis and compare
them to the laboratory measured values. It is important to note that the apparent dielectric
constant (Ka)of the solid phase, specifically Ottawa sand in this case, is difficult to measure
directly and generally estimated from the bulk reading obtained using oven dried soil. A
range of published values was encountered for the dielectric constant of dry Ottawa sand
and it was assumed that these values were the bulk sample readings including air voids
within the solid phase (Persson et al. 2002). The average dielectric constant of the solid
Ottawa sand grains will be determined experimentally by applying the dielectric mixing
model to the specimen constituents after the saturation phase is complete.

Dielectric mixing models are used to predict expected bulk dielectric constants based on
specific input parameters and can be segregated into four general categories:
medium, empirical and semi-empirical, phenomenological, and volumetric.

effective

The Time-

Propagation (TP) model was chosen to best suit this application due to its simplicity, ease
of implementation with respect to geologic materials, and basis on volumetric proportions.
The TP model as a specific instance of the more general Lichtenecker-Rother relation is
expressed mathematically in Equation 2.7 to easily calculate the bulk dielectric constant of
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an aggregate specimen, consisting of the volume fraction (Vi) and the dielectric constant
(K) of each component inherent within (Knoll 1996):

(2.7)

Ka

=

2.5.3 ThetaProbe
An ML2x ThetaProbe is used to experimentally obtain the bulk dielectric constant of the
test specimens.

The ThetaProbe consists of an oscillator and a specifically designed

internal transmission line inside awaterproof PVC housing which extends into the soil
through an array of 4stainless steel rods as shown in Figures 2.26 and 2.27. This device is
designed to measure the volumetric soil moisture content

(0)

by responding to changes in

the apparent dielectric constant based on proven transmission line theory using an optimal
100 MHz sinusoidal signal.

The array of probe rods determines an impedance of the soil medium with measurement
sensitivity biased toward the central signal rod, dependant on the apparent dielectric
constant, and compared to the known impedance of the internal transmission line.

Any

contrast results in a fraction of the original signal being reflected back and a voltage
standing wave occurs along the transmission line.

The ThetaProbe yields a DC output

voltage ('1) in millivolts (mV) proportional to the amplitude variation of this standing wave
and also correlates specifically with the square root of the apparent dielectric constant
(Figure 2.28). A portable HH2 Moisture Meter records the output voltage reading as single
point measurements varying from 0 to 1volt, corresponding to roughly 55% volumetric
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soil moisture content, and is converted to the bulk dielectric constant using aprecise (R2
=

.998) third order polynomial relationship as per Equation 2.8 (Delta-T 1999, 2000):

(2.8)

'1Ka = 1.07

+ 6.4'

-

6.4- V2 + 47.Y3

2.6) Unique Contribution of Research:
A perpetual energy supply is being eminently sought after globally by industry as
conventional oil, gas, and coal reserves diminish.

Natural gas hydrate deposits have

recently emerged as plausible long-term energy yield, thus, exploration efforts and research
programs are being concentrated within this scope. Three chief facets of study focus on
detection, quantification, and identifying inherent characteristics of natural, reconstituted,
and synthetic hydrate specimens via in-situ and laboratory experimentation. Seismic
reflections, specifically the anomaly known as abottom simulating reflector (BSR), has
been found to coincide at depth with areas of known natural hydrate deposits offshore. As
well, asharp increase in acoustic wave velocities during in-situ experimental investigations
is postulated to be an indicator of hydrate bearing strata.

The most common laboratory techniques geared toward detection and quantification of
hydrate content in soil specimens are acoustic wave velocities, dielectric behaviour, and
electrical resistivity as they have proven to yield unique characteristic responses associated
with pure hydrate samples. These methods are currently being applied to natural hydrate
cores, reconstituted hydrate bearing soil specimens, and synthetic hydrate samples with
aspirations to establish areliable relationship based on the experimental response of various
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hydrate contents. The dielectric response of pure hydrates is considered to be adistinct
characteristic, approximately 3.15 to 3.2, through previous laboratory investigations and it
is speculated that the bulk dielectric constant of hydrate bearing specimens would emulate a
decreasing trend with greater hydrate content in the pore spaces. No experimentation to
date has been carried out on hydrate bearing sand specimens using dielectric response and
the principles of time domain reflectometry to determine afundamental correlation between
the bulk dielectric responses of specimens with varying hydrate content in the pore spaces.

The research conducted in this thesis study will contribute exclusively to the advancement
of gas hydrate knowledge utilizing the dielectric principles of time domain reflectometry.
Synthetic R-11/H20 hydrate bearing sand (20/30 Ottawa) specimens will be created at
various predetermined hydrate percentages and the bulk dielectric constant will be
measured using aThetaProbe. A tenable correlation between hydrate content and dielectric
response of the bulk specimens will be determined from the experimental results,
strengthening the argument for continued use of TDR on reconstituted and natural hydrate
core specimens at the University of Calgary's Geotechnical Gas Hydrate Research
Laboratory.

Further investigation of hydrate bearing specimens along this rational, in a

laboratory simulated environment paralleling in-situ conditions of natural gas hydrate
deposits, will eventually bear effective detection and quantification methodologies that are
key to successful exploration and development of this enormous energy yield.
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Energy content comparison of common fuel sources (Max and Dillion

Table 2.1

2000).

pmparih
ue!

nèrgy, Btu/ft

Form

1150*
Methane gas
Gas
184,000t
Methane hydrate
Solid
570,000
Liquid natural gast Liquid
840,000
;Octane
Liquid
08H18
*flJ conditions, gas phase; tenergy content after conversion at 150
volumes of methane in hydrate per volume of methane at STP;
tcryogenic commercial transport form, boiling point —161°C

Table 2.2

Locations of known gas hydrate deposits.
CONTINENTAL

OFFSHORE
Black Sea

Japan

USA (Alaska)

Beaufort Sea

Mexico

Canada (Mackenzie Delta)

Canada

Nigeria

Russia (Siberia)

Caspian Sea

Norway

Costa Rica

Peru

Guatemala

Sea of Okhotsk

Gulf of Mexico

USA

Table 2.3

Cage geometry of typical hydrate structures (Sloan 1998).

Cavity

Small Lai
Se

Description

5

Number of Cavities/Unit Cell

2

Cavity Radius. A
Variation in Radius', %

-Average

H

II

1

Hydrate Crystal Structure

Small Large

I

51) &

6
3.95 4.33

16
3.91

8
4.73

3.4

5.5

1.73

14,4

Small Medium Lirge
4355
5'Ô

5

3
2
3.9
4.06
Not Available

20
20
28
20
24
a. Variation in disianec of oxygen aems from ecntcr fcage,
b. Number efoygetn at the periphcry of each cavity.
c. Estimates of stoicture II cavities from geometric inodek,

Coordination Num berh

20

571
3(
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Table 2.4

Temperature effect on the dielectric constant of water (Atkins et al. 1998).

T(cC)

K.

T(V

K

0

88.00

-40

73.28

5
10

8&40
84.11

45
50

7L59
69.94

60

6.74
63,6860;7
5793

13

.,..

.

25
30
35

Table 2.5

8222
7854
7675
75-00

.

:

-

80
90
100

.

.

.

55.33

Breakdown of dielectric constants for materials used in experimentation.

Temp.

Ka

@ 1°C

Component

Ka

Dry Sand

3to6

Liquid R-11

2.50

25°C

3.85

Water

78.54

25 °C

87.68

Hydrate /Ice

N/A

25 °C

3.15 to 3.2

5.00

"Assume linear extrapolation to 1C from published values
**Dielectric constant of Ottawa sand includes air voids
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Figure 2.1

Effective stress change with respect to gas hydrate dissociation (Grozic and
Kvalstad 2001).
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Figure 2.3

Collapsed Casing

Gas Leakage

Drilling and production hazards associated with gas hydrates (Collett and
Dallimore 2002).
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Figure 2.4

Theorized role of gas hydrates in global climate change (Kvenvolden
1993b).
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Figure 2.5

Worldwide locations
(Kvenvolden 2000b).

of known

and

inferred

gas

hydrate

deposits

Figure 2.6

Canadian locations of known and inferred gas hydrate deposits (Smith
2001).
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Figure 2.7

Hydrate formation in fine grained soils (Clennell et al. 2000).

Figure 2.8

Comparison of organic carbon proportions in the earth (Kvenvolden 1988).
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Figure 2.9

Clathrate structures common to hydrate deposits (Khokhar et al. 2000).
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Competition of guest molecules for cage occupancy in fundamental hydrate
structures (Sloan 1998).
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Bonding energy requirements of the pore water in fine grained soils
(Clennell et al. 2000).
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Potential effects of salinity and other impurities on the gas hydrate stability
zone (Buffett 1997).
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Gas hydrate formation and dissociation kinetics (Komai et al. 1998).
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Figure 2.15

The history of temperature and pressure during gas hydrate formation and
dissociation (Komai et al. 1998).
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Gas consumption during continued hydrate formation (Sloan 1998).
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Hysteresis effect on multiple hydrate formation and dissociation cycles
(Kornai et al. 1998).

Figure 2.19

Increased hydrate content upon subsequent formation cycles (Wright et al.
1998).
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Figure 2.21

Typical TDR trace in awet soil (Patterson and Smith 1981).
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The Dielectric Behaviour of Various Soils Using TDR (Topp et al. 1980).
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The effect of salinity on the bulk dielectric constant measured using TDR
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Variation of soil permittivity with respect to temperature (Davis et al. 1977).
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Variation of soil permittivity with respect to temperature (Wright et al.
2002).
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ThetaProbe output response in relation to mediums of known dielectric
constants (Delta-T 2000).
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CHAPTER 3
Experimental Procedure
3.1) Introduction:
The laboratory procedure utilized for this research was primarily developed through
continual experimentation and adjustment.

The specimen containment apparatus was

designed and machined specifically to suit the anticipated low pressure testing application
foreseen during laboratory testing.

Synthetic R-11/H 20 hydrate bearing sand specimens

were constructed via moist tamped 20/30 Ottawa sand, purged with carbon dioxide (CO 2),
saturated with de-aired water, and mixed with aknown amount of R-1 1to produce precise
hydrate contents.

The bulk dielectric constant was obtained via ThetaProbe readings for

each specimen at 100% water saturation and after test completion, along with the associated
volumetric change during each test. This chapter describes the equipment set-up, specimen
construction methodology, and experimentation process followed to obtain the desired
results.

3.2) Equipment and Materials:
The primary apparatus used for specimen containment during laboratory research was
designed for its intended use as described below. The hollow cylindrical housing is 6mm
thick clear acrylic, enabling visual observation, with an inner diameter of 10cm and ample
height to accommodate approximately a10cm vertical specimen construction. The top and
bottom caps are made from anodized aluminium to prevent corrosion under saturated
testing conditions. They are also equipped with double 0-ring seals and various Swagelok
fittings to ensure controlled addition or flow of materials (CO 2,H20, R-1 1) through the
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specimen after initial specimen construction.

Both caps are internally grooved to

promote consistent dispersion of material flow during laboratory procedures. An external
hand-driven press attaches to the top cap, allowing slight compression of the specimen
during experimentation (Figure 3.1). Bronze and Corundum porous stones

(c

6.4mm thick)

were carefully trimmed to fit the interior of the cylindrical housing for placement above and
below the specimen material.

A standard vacuum pump with a liquid nitrogen water vapour trap was connected to a
prefabricated eight litre dc-airing water tank (Figure 3.2).

An ML2x ThetaProbe and an

HH2 Moisture Meter are the apparatus employed for data acquisition during specimen
testing Figures 3.3 and 3.4 (Delta-T 1999). The materials are limited to only aselect few as
listed:

• Distilled water from house lines.
• CO2 gas (Standard low pressure bottles).
• ASTM 20/30 unground silica Ottawa Sand (Appendix A: Figure 9.1, specification
sheet

-

U.S. Silica Company 1997).

• R-1 1 liquid refrigerant (Appendix A: Figure 9.2, material safety data sheet

-

DuPont 2002).

3.3) ThetaProbe Calibration:
The primary function of the ThetaProbe is to measure the volumetric water content in bulk
soil specimens, either reconstituted or in-situ. There is astep-by-step procedure outlined in
the Delta-T operations manual for soil specific calibration of the ThetaProbe as the square
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root of the apparent dielectric constant is dependant on the soil type encountered
(Delta-T 1999, 2000).

This particular calibration was not necessary to perform as the

relationship between the ThetaProbe output (mV) and the specimen's volumetric water
content was of no value to the experimental results. The fundamental basis of operation for
the ThetaProbe is that it responds to changes in the bulk dielectric constant of soil
specimens as per Equation 2.8 and this is the relation of importance with respect to the
research objectives.

However, preliminary trials using three different sands were conducted for the soil specific
calibration method to prove that the ThetaProbe was operating normally. The sand types
utilized during these calibration tests were 20/30, 50/70, and Graded Ottawa sands. Each
sand specimen was created using amethod similar to preparation of the actual research
specimens as outlined in section 3.4, with afew subtle differences. No porous stone or top
cap was required for specimen containment and only a crude visual measure of the
specimen height using callipers was obtained for volume calculation.

Three different

moisture contents were applied under the method of moist tamping for each Ottawa sand
type at 5%, 15%, and 15% by weight of dry sand. The volumetric water content for these
tests were calculated from the average moisture content multiplied by the specimen's
density, as shown in the typical experimental test record of Figure 4.1, and compared with
the generalized mineral calibrations provided in the ThetaProbe manual, showing
reasonable agreement between the results. This was enough to deem that the ThetaProbe
was working properly, thus, further detailed investigation was not continued in this facet.
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A couple more checks were undertaken prior to and during the early stages of each
experiment to ensure that the ThetaProbe was operating accurately. The initial output of
the ThetaProbe was observed in air before any moist sand was added to the specimen
cylinder, always yielding avalue of OmV, which corresponded to the approximate dielectric
constant of air

(Ka(ajr)

=

1) from Equation 2.8. A quick check was also done for every few

tests immediately after specimen construction, prior to CO 2 purging or saturation.

A

ThetaProbe reading was recorded at this time and plugged into Equation 2.8 to determine
the apparent bulk dielectric constant of the specimen. The volumetric water content was
calculated as per each test record (Figure 4.1) and then substituted into Topp's equation
(Equation 2.5), also yielding abulk dielectric constant. In all cases, comparison of these
two permittivity results exhibited excellent comparison with each other, confirming that the
ThetaProbe was operating correctly and yielding appropriate measurements.

3.4)

Specimen Construction:

A Bronze porous stone was placed inside the cylindrical housing directly on top on the
bottom cap to minimize channelling effects during purging and saturation phases of testing.
The ThetaProbe was inserted within the bottom cap of the apparatus, flush with the filter
stone's top surface, allowing the four metal probe rods to extrude above freely.

The

ThetaProbe prongs were also checked at this point of each experiment to ensure that there
was no visible damage such as deep scratches or significant bends prior to the addition of
any specimen material.

An initial soil specimen was then constructed at a loose state

within the specific apparatus designed for this experimentation in order to emulate a
favourable environment for hydrate formation.

All specimens were created in the same
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way during initial specimen construction to yield comparable results among tests,
minimizing the density effects from variables such as mass, moisture content, and
compactive effort.

An ample amount of 20/30 Ottawa sand, roughly 2300 grams for consistency among all
tests, was placed in amixing bowl and weighed to determine the water requirements for the
moist tamping method of construction.

To obtain a loose specimen structure using the

moist tamping procedure, about 5% distilled water by weight is traditionally added to adry
soil mass via gradual application using a spray bottle and thorough mixing.

The entire

specimen was prepared using three equal quantities of moist sand, approximately 400
grams each, with increasing compactive effort per layer.

The first layer of sand was

carefully placed into the cylinder with the top surface smoothed out as shown in Figure 3,5.
A 263 gram drop disc was used to compact the sand by repeatedly freefalling roughly a15
to 20 mm vertical distance. The second layer was constructed similarly by levelling the
surface and doubling the number of vertical drops to facilitate agreater compactive effort
through both layers. This procedure was repeated once again for the third layer, increasing
the original number of drops three fold to ensure thorough compaction.

A second Corundum porous stone was placed on the top surface of the freshly prepared
specimen to circumvent excess channelling during purging, saturation, and R-1 1addition
(Figure 3.6). Placing the top cap flush to the filter stone inside the cylinder then sealed the
entire specimen and slight pressure by the external hand-driven press was applied to ensure
efficient contact with the specimen. The height of the top cap above the cylinder wall was
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measured using callipers and compared to the known length of adummy sample, giving
rise to the actual specimen height in millimetres as illustrated in Figure 3.7.

(3.1)

Hinitiai

=

Hdummy + Lhtopcap

The initial specimen height is equal to the height of the dummy sample plus the height
change of the top cap. An arithmetic average of four points around the circumference of
the apparatus comprises each height measurement. The initial specimen volume is easily
computed from the following formula:

(3.2)

VTjnjtja1

=

it'(d12) 2 Hjn j
tja i

The average moisture content of each prepared specimen was determined by applying a
standard moisture content test to three samples of the unused moist sand mixture; i.e.
weighing, oven drying for 24 hours, and weighing again after. drying. The initial void ratio
within the specimen

(e o)was determined using fundamental soil relations involving the

average moisture content

(avg),

total mass (M5), and initial volume of the specimen

(VTi ni
t
i
al). This computation is detailed below in Equation 3.3 where Ps
determined from moisture tests, G5= 2.65, and Pw = 1000 glcm3:

(3.3)

Ps

=

G5.(1 + ()avg)Pw/(l + eo)

=

Ms/VTinitial, COavg is
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3.5) Carbon Dioxide Purging:
The specimen was purged with areadily soluble gas to effectively replace the air contained
within the specimen voids prior to saturation.

Carbon dioxide is much more soluble in

water than air at atmospheric conditions, thus, allowing 100% specimen saturation to be
achieved with greater ease. A low pressure CO2 bottle, regulated for roughly a5kPa inlet
pressure, was connected to one of the bottom drainage ports of the specimen containment
vessel while the corresponding top drainage port was opened to atmosphere.

Carbon

dioxide was cycled upward through the specimen under low pressure at 20 minute intervals
via cross-port configuration (bottom left to top right and vice-versa as per Figure 3.6) for
sufficient oxygen replacement. The top and bottom porous stones, in conjunction with the
preferential cross-port flow, act to prevent channelling and effectively fosters consistent
mixing characteristics throughout the specimen during purging. All drainage port valves
are closed prior to shutting off the CO2 bottle and disconnecting inlet pressure lines.

3.6)

Saturation Process:

Complete saturation (100%) of the sand specimen is required to accurately determine the
initial void ratio of each test before precise R-1 1/1120 hydrate reaction volumes are
attainable.

De-aired distilled water was used to saturate the specimen immediately after

carbon dioxide,
purging, further removing any possibility that an air phase may amass. A
simple de-airing chamber (Figure 3.2) was fabricated and connected to avacuum pump
through aliquid nitrogen trap. The main chamber was filled with distilled water from the
laboratory house lines and then a large vacuum suction was applied for a period of
approximately 24 hours to sufficiently de-air the water. A liquid nitrogen trap, by virtue of
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condensation and collection, was utilized to prevent water vapours from damaging the
pump during the de-airing process.

The top valve on the de-airing apparatus must be

closed before turning off the vacuum pump and should not be reopened until saturation of
the specimen commences.

The de-airing unit was placed at a higher elevation than the specimen apparatus for
adequate head difference to facilitate upwards flow through the specimen during saturation;
approximately one metre in height difference between the specimen and the de-airing unit
was sufficient. The de-airing tank was connected to one of the bottom drainage ports of the
specimen housing with backflow prevention in-line using a one-way check valve.

The

tank's top valve must be opened to atmosphere for release of the vacuum pressure and to
allow saturation flow to commence via head difference. Any amount of air dissolving in
the previously de-aired water during the saturation process is assumed to be negligible.
Distilled de-aired water was slowly percolated upwards through the specimen for about 30
to 45 minutes in each direction via cross-port saturation through the appropriate drainage
port valves until at least 600 ml of water, approximately twice the void volume, was cycled
through the specimen (Figure 3.8). Slow percolation with preferential cross-port flow and
the use of porous stones not only prevents channelling but also minimizes specimen
disturbance during saturation. All drainage port valves are closed prior to disconnection of
the de-airing tank at the completion of saturation flow.

The next logical step is to calculate the void volume of the saturated specimen in order to
determine the amount of R-1 1addition required for specific hydrate reaction percentages.
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Assuming that the specimen is nearly saturated and no change in specimen height has
occurred, the initial volume of voids (Vvo) is ascertained as follows:

(3.4)

VTjnjtjal

(3.5)

e0

=

=

Vv0 + Vs

Vv0/Vs

Rearranging equation 3.5 to isolate the volume of solids (Vs) and substituting this relation
into equation 3.4 establishes the initial volume of voids as shown below:

(3.6)

Vvo

=

VTjnjtjal/(l + e
0)

A small load was applied to the top of the specimen using the external hand-driven press
after saturation for compression of any remaining gas phase, forcing it into solution,
ensuring complete saturation. It is important not to apply excess pressure to the specimen
as this may dislodge the ThetaProbe and alter its position within the base of the apparatus.
Essentially 100% saturation is assumed at this stage of testing and any further change in
specimen volume will be directly related to the expected volume expansion associated with
hydrate formation. The height of the top cap above the cylinder wall was now measured
again and the saturated specimen volume calculated based on the change in height. This
change in volume (AV

=

VTjnitiaI

-

VTsat) is adirect result of compression in voids due to a

lingering gas phase; thus, the saturated specimen volume of voids (Vvs AT)is given by
Equation 3.7:
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(3.7)

VVSAT

=

Vvo

-

AV

The temperature of the room was documented (23 °C) and an HH2 Moisture Meter was
used to record the first millivolt (mV) reading from the ThetaProbe inside the specimen at
this stage of the experiment. The apparatus was then placed in acold room at 1°C for 24
hours in order to cool and stabilize the specimen temperature at desired hydrate reaction
conditions.

Another ThetaProbe reading was taken at this point for a starting reference

calibration of the saturated specimen prior to R-1 1addition and hydrate formation.

The

experimental bulk dielectric constant of each saturated specimen (KaSAT) is determined by
inputting this probe reading into Equation 2.8 and then establishing an average specific
dielectric constant for Ottawa sand grains by applying the dielectric mixing model
(Equation 2.7) to the resulting KaSAT values from all tests.

3.7) Hydrate Content Determination:
The saturated specimen is now placed inside the cold room and stabilized at 1 °C in
preparation for R-1 1addition to facilitate subsequent hydrate formation. Refrigerant R-1 1
was chosen as areactant because it closely simulates natural in-situ conditions, forming
structure II hydrates with water, due to its immiscibility in water and susceptibility to the
same interfacial effects commonly associated with hydrate-forming gases. Synthetic R-1 1
hydrate forms at aprecise volumetric ratio of H20/R-11 equal to 3.41 under atmospheric
pressure at temperatures below 4 °C, thus, simplifying experimental procedure in contrast
to high pressure systems as reiterated from section 2.4.5.
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A

range

of

predetermined

hydrate

percentages

is

established

for

anticipated

experimentation and analysis, escalating as follows: 30%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 85%, and
100%. Two to three specimens are created at each theoretical hydrate content in order to
obtain agood scatter of research data for interpretation.

It is assumed that 100% of the

R- 11 added will react with water at the aforementioned volumetric ratio to form synthetic
R-11/H 20 hydrate. The volume of R-1 1(VR..11) addition required to form precise hydrate
contents (%Hc) was determined using the saturated volume of voids (Vvs AT) as per
Equation 3.8:

(3.8)

3.8)

VRI1

=

VVSAT'%HC/(3.41 +

1)

Synthetic R-11/11 20 Hydrate Formation:

The saturated specimen is now placed in the cold room and left for a24 hour period to
stabilize at the desired reaction temperature of 1°C prior to commencing with the hydrate
formation process. The specimen is ready for synthetic R-1 11H20 hydrate formation now
that it has been saturated, stabilized at reaction conditions, and the amount of R-1 1addition
required to achieve a specific hydrate content per individual test is known.

The liquid

refrigerant R-1 1was previously stored in afridge at atemperature around 8°C in order to
facilitate aquicker adjustment to the reaction conditions at 1°C during the initial mixing
intervals immediately after addition to the specimen. The porous stones once again play a
role in pre-empting any channelling effects while fostering effective mixing characteristics
throughout the specimen during the liquid phase addition of the R-1 1. It is assumed that
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100% of the R-11 reacts with H20 to form synthetic hydrate during the periodic
mechanical mixing/shaking intervals which constitute the reaction phase of each
experiment.

The entire hydrate formation process takes place in the cold room at a

temperature of 1°C.

It is speculated that minimal reaction between the liquid R-11 and pore water will occur
during the initial addition of R-11 because it was a slow and unobtrusive process, not
causing any turbulent mixing of the two liquid constituent phases. It is important to realize
that liquid R-1 1is immiscible with water and also has ahigher density, thus, R-1 1tends to
settle-out towards the bottom of the specimen over time. Due to the immiscibility between
liquid R-11 and water phases, as well as the disparity in densities, periodic mechanical
mixing/shaking intervals are required to achieve successful phase reactions and form
synthetic R-1 1/H20 hydrate formation within the sand specimen. The R-11/H20 hydrate
formation process is not an immediate reaction but somewhat time dependent, as was
evident from the experimental behaviour observed during preliminary pure synthetic
R- 1l/H20 hydrate formation tests.

These initial crude hydrate specimens were primarily created to verify the volumetric
reaction ratio of 3.41:1 water to liquid R-11; however, visual observations gave rise to
valuable information about the reaction particulars that embodied the hydrate formation
process. Insignificant hydrate formation developed in these specimens if no mixing of the
immiscible liquid R-11 and water phases was provided.

Initially stirring the mixtures

vigorously resulted in some immediately observable hydrate formation, appearing like a
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hazy cloud, which solidified over time as the specimen was left for an hour or so. At this
point it was clear that aconsiderable amount of R-11 /H20 hydrate formation had occurred
since the initial stirring application.

The remainder of unreacted liquid R- 11 and water

settled out and separated back into two immiscible phases, requiring further vigorous
shaking to promote addition hydrate reactions. These specimens were shaken and left to
stand repeatably for afew more hours at time in order to promote complete phase reactions.
Once it seemed as though all of the R-1 1and water had reacted to form synthetic hydrate,
the specimens stood without disturbance for an additional 24 hours. There was amarked
difference in solidity of the hydrate structure over this period from the last shaking interval.
A detailed hydrate formation procedure was developed to achieve successful reactions in
the pore space of Ottawa sand specimens by incorporating the above noted observations.

A specific amount of liquid R-11 was determined via Equation 3.8 based on the required
hydrate percentage, carefully measured, and placed in a squeezable bottle.

This bottle

attaches to the top cap of the specimen containment apparatus as shown in Figure 3.1. The
appropriate top drainage port valve and its bottom cross-port equivalent were opened and
R-1 1was slowly squeezed into the specimen, expelling an equivalent amount of water from
the bottom drainage port. A reasonable attempt was made to achieve asimilar amount of
water expulsion in comparison to the volume of liquid R-11 added to the specimen, though
this was difficult to ensure, as precise controls were not available. The specimen was left
for 30 minutes while the freshly added R-11 cooled down to the same temperature as the
rest of the specimen. Once temperature equilibrium was achieved, prior to application of
any mechanical disturbance to the specimen, an initial ThetaProbe reading was recorded.
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There is avolumetric expansion associated with the hydrate reaction, thus, the top filter
stone was removed and the top cap lifted up afew centimetres to provide an air gap for this
expansion during the hydrate formation process.

A schedule of periodic mechanical

shaking intervals was devised by trial and error in conjunction with preliminary reaction
tests, utilizing intermittent ThetaProbe readings to monitor the progress of hydrate
formation. One assumption that is required throughout the reaction process which will be
verified upon specimen removal is that none of this induced air void will become trapped
within the final hydrated specimen, thus, advocating that hydrate formation is only
mechanism responsible for volume expansion of the specimens.

After letting the specimen stand for 30 minutes and inducing the air void as required, the
first shaking interval was undertaken.

The specimen apparatus was shaken vigorously,

upside down and right-side up, to ensure dispersion of R-11 consistently throughout the
specimen and provide the mechanical mixing essential for synthetic R-1 1/H20 hydrate
formation.

All materials within the specimen (liquid R-11, water, and sand grains)

underwent free movement during this process, however, the sand grains remained in
contact throughout as the specimen materials settled together quickly due to gravitational
effects after shaking was complete and the specimen containment apparatus was placed
back on the bench.

Another ThetaProbe reading was obtained at this point, minimally

lower than the first reading, and the specimen was left undisturbed for 30 minutes to allow
for hydrate formation to occur within the pore spaces. It was speculated that amarginal
amount of pure synthetic hydrate probably formed prior to the specimen constituents
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settling.

The hydrate reaction process occurred this over time period as best possible

while competing with the natural density driven effects of phase separation between the
unreacted liquid R-1 1 and water. A millivolt reading was obtained once again from the
ThetaProbe, appearing notably lower than the previous one, which advocated that
successful hydrate formation was occurring.

A second agitation process was conducted to promote continued hydrate reactions between
the remaining unreacted R-1 1and water, which was still quite substantial in the early stages
of the hydrate formation procedure.

The specimen was vigorously shaken in the same

manner as previously discussed and placed back on the bench for another 30 minutes.
ThetaProbe readings were recorded immediately after the mixing process and again at the
end of the designated time interval, showing similar characteristics to the previous
measurements by decreasing greatly after the specimen was left to stand as the anticipated
hydrate formation developed.

The third mixing procedure was similar to the first two intervals except that the specimen
was placed back on the bench upside-down for the 30 minute duration to counteract the
density variation between liquid R-1 1and water. This minimizes the potential for R-1 1to
settle out towards the bottom of the containment apparatus and form concentrated hydrates
predominantly in the lower portion of the bulk specimen, in hopes to achieve much greater
uniformity with respect to the final hydrated specimens.

No ThetaProbe readings were

obtained during this interval as the majority of the specimen constituents, including the
newly hydrated portion, tended to rest against the top cap yielding an air gap around the
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probe measurement prongs that would result in meaningless results. The specimen was
again vigorously shaken and left for another 30 minutes by continuing identical mixing
procedures on the first two intervals. A ThetaProbe reading was once again obtained right
after the mechanical agitation, yielding steady decline over the subsequent mixing intervals
as synthetic R-11/H 20 hydrate formation continued to greater extents as more of the
unreacted liquid constituents were catalyzed by periodic agitation.

The next probe measurement was obtained 24 hours later at the end of a much longer
undisturbed specimen time frame. This millivolt reading showed adramatic decrease from
that last one, clearly depicting that hydrate reactions were of a time dependant nature.
Hydrate formation was occurring within the specimen's pore spaces as the sand grains still
appeared to be in contact with each other by visual observations through the clear acrylic
housing cylinder (Figure 3.9).

Further mechanical disturbance was applied to promote

additional hydrate reaction within the specimen as outlined previously. The specimen was
then placed upside down for the next full day (24 hours) as per aforesaid rational. Most
tests generally required one more mixing interval to reach completion, thus, the specimen
was shaken vigorously again and placed right-side up for the duration of the experiment (24
hours).

Another ThetaProbe measurement also showing considerable decline from the

previous millivolt reading was obtained after the final mechanical disturbance, which was
especially evident at the tests involving larger hydrate formation percentages.

The next

ThetaProbe reading varied marginally in comparison to its predecessor, on average less
than 10 millivolts, at the end of what was considered the last mixing interval.
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ThetaProbe readings were taken before and after every mixing interval, when applicable,
continually dropping in magnitude over time as pore water continued to react with R-1 1in
the specimen to formation synthetic R-1 1/1120 hydrate. These readings were intermittently
monitored until no substantial change was noticeable after a24 elapse at which time the
hydrate reaction was deemed complete.

The hydrate formation process typically lasted

around four days, however, variations of these mixing intervals occurred as necessary to
achieve efficient mixing characteristics and maximum hydrate reaction.

The top cap was compressed flush with the specimen, keeping the upper drainage valves
open, to expel any remaining air gap at test completion and a final ThetaProbe
measurement was recorded as illustrated in Figure 3.9.

This final reading is critical to

calculating the hydrate specimen's bulk dielectric constant for analysis and comparison
with both the theoretical and actual range of hydrate contents, encompassing all
experimental test results. The final specimen height was also determined (Equation 3,9 and
Figure 3.7) in order to calculate the volume change (AV

=

VTsat

-

VTflnal), presumably

expansion, accompanying hydrate formation within the specimen. Equation 3.10 yields the
specimen's volume of voids after hydrate formation (VVFINAL) while Equation 3.11
calculates the final hydrate expansion percentage
volume of voids.

(% Expansion) based on the saturated

Immediately after removing the specimen from the cold room, the

specimen was removed from the containment apparatus

for visual

and physical

observations such as the amount of hydrate formed, solidity and size of the hydrate chunks
(Figure 3.10), possible air voids trapped within the specimen, texture, warming effects, etc.
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(3.9)

11final

=

Hdummy + L\htopcap

(3.10) VVFINAL

=

VVSAT

(3.11) % Expansion

=

-

Hstone

-

iW

(VVFINAL

-

VvsAT)•lOO/(VvsAT)
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Figure 3.1

Primary laboratory apparatus for specimen containment.
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Figure 3.2

Standard vacuum pump and de-airing tank for specimen saturation.
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Figure 3.3

Figure 3.4

ML2x ThetaProbe (Delta-T 1999).

HH2 Moisture Meter (Delta-T 1999).
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Corunduii Porou
Stone (Top)
Figure 3.5

Specimen preparation after the first layer is complete.
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Figure 3.6

Bottom Right
Drainage Port

Complete specimen prior to carbon dioxide purging and saturation.
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Determination of initial, saturated, and final specimen heights.
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Figure 3.8

Saturation process of the specimen during experimentation.
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tic Hydrate
CCllT1Cfl

Figure 3.9

Synthetic R-11/H 20 hydrate specimen at test completion.
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-

Figure 3.10

Synthetic R-11/H 20 hydrate chunks salvaged during specimen removal.
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CHAPTER 4
Laboratory Results
4.1) Measurement Synopsis:
The final experimental plan consisted of 16 successful tests, as well as numerous failed
attempts, spanning acomposite range of predetermined hydrate percentages as follows: 2x
30%, 4 x 50%, 1 x 60%, 3 x 70%, 3 x 85%, and 3 x 100%.

Each experiment took

approximately five to six days to undergo initial specimen construction, CO 2 purging,
saturation, synthetic hydrate formation, and specimen removal.

Physical specimen

measurements and key ThetaProbe readings were attained after specific phases of the
experimentation process for each test to support calculations, comparisons, and analysis
fundamental to the original thesis objectives.

A detailed layout of atypical experiment

record (Trial #4 for a70% theoretical hydrate content), including preliminary calculations,
is shown in Figure 4.1 with the critical data highlighted in red.

This chapter briefly

summarizes the direct laboratory results obtained during experimentation to be used for
detailed manipulation, analysis, and discussion throughout the remainder of this thesis.

4.2) Volumetric Calculations:
There are three particular stages of experimentation that require specimen volume
calculations to support further data analysis.

The first volume calculation is required

immediately after initial specimen construction to yield the incipient specimen void ratio
via Equation 3.3. A comparison of the initial specimen volumes over the entire range of
tests also gives an indication of specimen uniformity and consistency of preparation
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methods.

The specimen volume is once again calculated after specimen saturation is

complete, giving rise to the initial and saturated volume of voids (Equation 3.6 and 3.7
respectively), further effectuating comparability between all test specimens.

A final specimen volume was determined at the completion of the hydrate formation
process, as well as the final volume of voids (Equation 3.10). The saturated and final void
volumes give rise to the percentage volume expansion associated with synthetic R-11 /H20
hydrate formation for each test specimen (Equation 3.11). These volume calculations are
also required during data manipulation to determine the specific dielectric constant of the
sand grains and the actual hydrate content embodied by each specimen at test completion,
via application of the dielectric mixing model. The volumetric particulars for each test are
logically itemized in Table 4.1 per experimental stage.

4.3) ThetaProbe Readings:
Thetaprobe readings were taken using the HH2 Moisture Meter at various intervals
throughout the experimentation process for each test, especially during the synthetic R11/H20 hydrate formation stage. The first important ThetaProbe readings were obtained
immediately after specimen saturation at room temperature (23 °C) and then prior to liquid
R- 11 addition once the specimen had stabilized at 1°C in the cold room. These readings
are used to address the suitability of the dielectric mixing model chosen for the parameters
of this research.

The initial bulk dielectric constant for each test specimen is also

determined by substituting the saturated specimen reading at 1°C into Equation 2.8, acting
as acalibration measurement prior to liquid R-1 1addition and hydrate formation.
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Multiple ThetaProbe readings were obtained at regular intervals during the mechanical
mixing of the specimen in order to monitor hydrate formation and indicate when each test
reached completion.

Only the last ThetaProbe reading is paramount, in conjunction with

the dielectric mixing model and Equation 2.8, to determine the actual hydrate content as
well as the theoretical and experimental bulk dielectric constants of each test specimen
respectively.

Table 4.2 summarizes the critical ThetaProbe readings recorded during

experimentation for further in-depth analysis in the succeeding chapters.

4.4) Experimental Observations:
Any relevant visual or physical observations made during laboratory testing were primarily
noted with respect to R-1 1addition, hydrate formation, and specimen removal. An equal
amount of H20 is to be expelled from the specimen when the liquid R-1 1is squeezed in,
however, often 10 to 20% more water was removed on average as precise control was
difficult to maintain. A slight volume of standing water remained atop the specimen after
the top porous stone was removed just prior to any mechanical disturbance of the specimen.
Some leaking of the liquid phases (R-11 and H2O) occurred as the specimen was
vigorously shaken the first few times.

At the later stages of hydrate formation the

specimens began to solidify, especially at the higher hydrate percentages (≥ 60 to 70%),
making it difficult to achieve continued mechanical mixing.
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Synthetic R-1 1/H20 hydrate chunks were salvaged as the specimens were removed from
the specimen apparatus at the conclusion of each test. These hydrate clusters ranged from
semi-solid, gel-like, agglomerations at lower hydrate percentages (S 50%) to much more
solidified lumps as the hydrate content increased.

It is the observed properties of these

firmer hydrate chunks that are of greater interest as follows: range of sizes, cold to the
touch, resistance to crushing, escape of R-1 1in gaseous form during warming, etc. Further
commentary will be provided in the subsequent analysis and discussion section of this
thesis.
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Table 4.1

Volumetric calculations for the complete experimental range of tests.
%
Hydrate

30(1)

Theory
30

30(2)
50(3)

50

(cm 3 = ml)

cm 3)

Specimen Content
#

Void Volume Measurements

Total Volume Measurements

Hydrated

VTfinal

Yvo

VVSAT

VVFINAL Expansion

746

309

307

Initial

Saturated

Hydrated

VTinjtjal

e0

YTsat

738

0.7202

736

751

0.7415

741

720

320

757

0.7513

738

771

325

741

755

0.7430

%

Initial Saturated

Initial

317

3.12

310

289

-6.78

305

338

10.68

323

307

321

4.69

321

4.82

275

-0.43

50(4)

757

50(5)

740

0.7186

737

751

309

306

50(6)

709

0.6521

705

704

280

276

739

0.7061

728

743

306

295

310

5.23

321

312

395

26.68

60(1)

60

752

0.7438

743

826

70(2)

737

0.7034

733

796

304

300

364

21.23

70(4)

746

0.7367

730

778

317

301

348

15.79

751

0.7428

699

833

320

268

402

49.98

819

313

307

388

26.39
37.74
39.11

70(1)

85(1)

70

85

85(3)

744

0.7273

85(4)

749

0.7361

739

741

0.7163

100(3)

753

0.7518

100(4)

751

100(1)

100

0.7384

738

855

317

307

423

732

849

309

300

418

743

904

323

314

474

51.11

309

448

44.83

742

880

319
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Table 4.2

Key ThetaProbe readings encompassing all tests during experimentation.

Specimen

% Hydrate
Content
Theory

ThetaProbe Readings
(mV)
100 % Saturated

Hydrated

23°C

1°C

1°C

952

981

757

943

966

712

940

966

614

50(4)

940

967

762

50(5)

942

973

794

50(6)

939

960

713
642

30(1)

30

30(2)
50(3)

50

60(1)

60

950

977

70(1)

70

945

974

520

70(2)

945

972

431

70(4)

933

960

485

870

897

378

956

979

392

953

971

331

941

969

129

100(3)

955

979

262

100(4)

951

973

274

85(1)

85

85(3)
85(4)
100(1)

100
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20130 DENSE

TRIAL #4:70%

Moisture Content:
A
Beaker
Beaker

B

C
82.46 g

Sand

83.53
328.03

81.84
313.84

Beaker+ Dry Sand

311.99

303

317.73 g
305.41 g

228.46
1404
0.061455
0.055243

221.16
10.84
0.04901429

222.95 9
12.32 g
0.055259 %

+ Wet

Ms
Mw
w(gravimetric)
AVERAGE w:

Top Cap Height © after Sample Preparation:
(Top Cap + Filter Stone)

15.52 mm
16.64 mm
16.22 mm
17.06 mm
16.360 mm

AVERAGE:
Top Cap Height @ after 100% Saturation:
(Top Cap + Filter Stone)
---Some Consolidation

13.65
13.99
14.77
15.02
14.358

AVERAGE:

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

Sample Height (Ratio Analysis):

Manual Calculations
Bowl
Bowl + Dry Sand
Water Bottle: START
Water Bottle: END
Sand Used
Water Applied (5% by weight)

g
g
9
g
9
g

1201.81 g
1135.42 g
66.3912991 g
746.380
0.055242758

M(sample)
Ms
Mw
Vs(wet)
w(gravimetric)

Density(sample)
w(volumetrlc) Ov

1.610184138 a/cm 3
: 00890

oaj ps

Compaction Specifics
262.98
Drop Hammer
=1.0-2.0cm
Height of Drop
161.00
Beaker used for Layers
401.14
Layer 1: Sand (5 drops)
400.62
Layer 2: Sand (10 drops)
400.05
Layer 3: Sand (15 drops)
1201.81
TOTAL SAND:

89.96 mm
12.53 mm

Dummy Sample
Top Cap + Filter Stone (Dummy)

239.83
2621.34
687.34
550.39
2381.51
136.95

g
g
g
g
9
g

Other Data
Cylinder Diameter
Sample Helht(lnitlal)

10.066 cm
t9379 m

Top Filter Stone
Top Cap + Filter Stone (Initial Sample)

6.42 mm
16.360 mm

!Sample Volume(Initial)
Sample Helght(Saturated)

746.380 cm'
9.17875 cm

Initial Sample Height
Top Cap + Filter Stone (Saturated Sample)

93.790 mm
14.358 mm

Sample Volume(Saturated)
Specific Gravity of Solids

730.445,crn 3
2.65

Saturated Sample Height

91.788 mm

Density(water)

Initial Void Ratloe:

P,

=

Gs*(1

+ wa

19/cm 3

70% R-11 for reaction with H2O

)pJ(1+eo)

VR.11 =Vv/(3.41

O.7367

+

1)
68.18 ml

VRIj

V7 = V,

+ VS

@ 100%

Saturation

e0 = VvNs

**ASSUMED**
two

Solve f
orV:

equations and

two

=

47.73 ml

VR.Il 4 1se =

2.14 ml

VR.II

unknowns

© 70%
1

3ió.i ml

VT = V/ +

R-il

7U% I.,TAL =

ACTUALLY added 50m1 =70%

Change In Volume during Saturation: ONLY compression of air vlods
VvO

-

AV

= VVsAT

ThetaProbe Readinqs:

After Synthetic R-11IH,O Hydrate Formation:
Top Cap Height @ after Sample Preparation:
(Top Cap + Filter Stone)

AVERAGE:

12.38
15.07
14.55
13.61
13.903

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

89.96
6.11
13.903
9.775

mm
mm
mm
cm

933V
960 my
485 mV

Saturated @ Room Temp: 23 °C
Saturated After Cooling @ IOC
After Hydrate Formation @ 1C

Sample Height (Ratio Analysis):
Dummy Sample
Top Cap: NO Filter Stone(Dummy)
Top Cap (Sample)

Sample Height (Finl

777.914 cm 3 ,

Sample Volume(Final)

Change in Volume due to R-1 1/11 20 Hydrate Formation:
VVSAT

-

V = VV

FINAL

Figure 4.1

LYy.'

Expansion of Voids due to Hydrate Formation:
Expansion

=

A typical experimental record for one test.

=

79%
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CHAPTER 5
Analysis and Discussion
5.1) Introduction:
The main focus of this section is to determine a distinct relationship between hydrate
content and the bulk dielectric constant of sand specimens as per the original thesis
objectives; however, other aspects of experimentation will also be examined such as:
specimen uniformity, hydrate formation, volume expansion, and intact hydrate chunks
salvaged during specimen removal. The raw data presented in the previous chapter will be
explicitly manipulated, in conjunction with the dielectric mixing model and the polynomial
relationship that converts the ThetaProbe output to adielectric constant of the specimen, to
graphically demonstrate the successes achieved during this research initiative.

Further

observation and commentary will be offered on any problems encountered, experimental
errors realized, and all assumptions made throughout the laboratory process.

5.2)

Specimen Uniformity:

Every effort was made to construct specimens with similar volumetric aspects for each
laboratory test as follows:
• Consistent moisture content around 5% for moist tamping method.
• Mass of Ottawa sand per compaction layer.
• Comparable compactive effort (i.e. drop distance and repetitions).
• Initial specimen volume and void ratio.
• Saturated specimen volume.
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Thorough mixing of distilled water into the dry sand ensured that the moisture content
remained consistent throughout the specimen.

The average moisture content

((Oavg)

was

determined based on three moist samples. Equation 3.3, utilizing the average values for
specimen height and moisture content, calculated the initial void ratio for each specimen.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 graphically illustrate the consistency of the initial specimen volume and
void ratio with respect to all tests (Table 4.1).

The initial void ratios across all

experimental tests exhibited less then approximately 2% fluctuation from the average value,
thus, the variation of initial specimen volume characteristics is assumed to lie within an
acceptable range. Carbon Dioxide purging and saturation was carefully carried out as not
to disturb the specimen structure, allowing the initial volume of voids to be determined
(Equation 3.6). It is assumed that 100% saturation of the specimen is achieved at this point.

Any air/gas phase that may still remain in the specimen voids was compressed by applying
aslight load to the specimen, further guaranteeing complete saturation since the water and
sand grains are incompressible. Although minimal compression was evident, this change in
volume was subtracted from the initial volume calculated after specimen construction to
obtain amore accurate specimen saturated total volume and volume of voids. Any error
arising from the original assumption that the specimen was previously saturated is expected
to be of negligible effect and is ignored for simplicity.

Figure 5.3 (Data obtained from

Table 4.1) demonstrates not only the comparability of the initial and saturated volume of
voids across all tests but also highlights the marginal compression undergone, on average
roughly 1.6% of the initial specimen volume, (Figure 5.1 illustrates the reduction in total
specimen volume.) to obtain the "actual" saturated volume of voids.
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A couple anomalies were noted on the uniformity graphs (Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3) with
respect to the 50% trial (6) and 85% trial (1) tests as labelled. In particular the 50%(6) test
showed smaller total volumes, void ratios, and volume of voids. This is aresult of alarger
moisture content associated with moist tamping during initial specimen construction as the
average value

(c) avg)

was almost 6%, much greater than the original 5% aim, causing

considerably more specimen compaction.

The 85%(l) underwent some accidental

mechanical vibration during the saturation process that densified the specimen to agreater
extent prior to R-1 1addition, although no ill effects were apparent through the remainder of
this experiment.

The average specimen volumetric aspects as presented graphically are

representative of the experimentation as awhole, yielding excellent consistency between all
specimens prior to

the hydrate formation phase and will be used for ease of

comparison/discussion throughout the remainder of this thesis.

5.3) Hydrate Formation:
An immediate concern with possible temperature variation of the cold room was addressed
through a number of checks and balances prior to commencing the hydrate formation
process. It was imperative that the temperature within the cold room never dropped below
the freezing point of water during this experimentation, ensuring that the constituents of the
bulk specimens did not include any ice crystals/lens.

The dielectric constant of ice and

hydrate are very similar, as previously stated, making it nearly impossible to distinguish
between them. Since the cold room was set to hold temperature constant at 1°C, very close
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to the freezing point of water, downward fluctuation of temperature posed concerns with
ice formation in the bulk specimen pore water. Thus, diligent monitoring of the cold room
external thermostat gauge as well as asecondary thermometer place inside the room was
conducted.

A beaker of distilled water was also placed inside the cold room and

periodically observed for any visual signs of ice crystallization as a further precaution,
although no unwanted effects ever came to fruition.

Temperature variability of the cold

room was considered a negligible influence during experimentation as gauge and
thermometer readings yielded avariation of less then one degree Celsius (+ or

-).

There are afew discrepancies that became apparent during the hydrate formation process
which need to be addressed, although none drastically affected the integrity of the results.
Pure synthetic R-11/H20 hydrates (no sand) were initially formed at 1 °C, facilitated by
periodic mixing of the two immiscible phases, confirming the validity of the 3.41:1 water
to R 11 volumetric reaction ratio that was obtained from published literature. An attempt
was made to expel an equal amount of water from the specimen when liquid R-11 was
initially squeezed into the apparatus.

This was very difficult to control because the

specimen was under aslight pressure due to the compression applied from the saturation
process, thus, often more water exited the specimen than R-11 added

( +10%

to +20%).

Immediately after the top porous stone was removed (30 minutes after R-1 1addition) some
standing water remained in its place atop the specimen, not more than three millimetres of
depth

( 25m1).

The last concern with disparity among liquid phases of each specimen

occurred during the first few mechanical mixing intervals as an inconsequential amount of
water and/or liquid R-1 1leaked out around the top o-ring seals during vigorous shaking of
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the specimen. It is assumed that all of the previously mentioned material variances will
roughly balance out and have little to no bearing on the successful objectives of this
research.

ThetaProbe readings were recorded as the hydrate formation process progressed in an effort
to monitor and evaluate the extent of reaction process to determine test completion. These
readings decreased in value (millivolts) as greater amounts of synthetic R- 11/H20 hydrate
formed in the specimen voids, observed in apronounced essence with respect to the higher
predetermined hydrate percentages.

It was surmised that each experiment essentially

reached completion once no substantial change was noticed
possibility of any further hydrate reaction.

(

1OmV), precluding the

Final compression to displace any lingering

induced air voids spread sporadically through the specimen was somewhat a subjective
process as no meticulous control was available, causing the final ThetaProbe reading to
jump up considerably. It is assumed that this compression did not compromise the integrity
of the hydrate structure, no air voids remained within the ThetaProbe's sampling volume,
and the final probe reading was representative of the hydrated specimen.

The consistency of the specimen throughout its entirety was very difficult to assess without
the use of advanced techniques such as gamma and x-ray scattering, CAT scanning, or
magnetic resonance imaging. R-1 1is denser than water, thus, it has atendency to migrate
towards the bottom of the specimen where hydrate formation appears to be more prominent
at the lower hydrate contents. Periodic vigorous shaking and flipping the specimen upsidedown from time to time were carried out to minimize these effects. At the later stages of
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hydrate formation the specimens began to solidify, especially at the greater hydrate
percentages (≥ 60% to 70%) where uniformity was evidently better, making it difficult to
achieve continued mechanical mixing.

Detrimental edge effects are alegitimate concern for the accuracy of results when utilizing
the dielectric principles of time domain reflectometry to obtain experimental bulk dielectric
constant measurements.

These edge effects arise from the ability of the electromagnetic

step pulse to propagate not only through the specimen of choice but also along materials of
nearby proximity such as the exterior sample containment apparatus (acrylic).

The

ThetaProbe measurement sampling volume, confined to the inner dimensions of the three
outer shielding probe prongs (diameter

=

3cm and height

=

6cm) as shown in Figure 2.27

(Delta-T 1999, 2000), is much smaller than the overall bulk specimen volume (diameter
l0cms and height z 10 to 12cm).

=

As a result, there was no influence of edge effects

apparent upon the computation of the specimen's bulk dielectric constant directly obtained
from the experimental ThetaProbe measurements.

Hydrate formation around/within the ThetaProbe measurement prongs, encompassing a
complete sampling volume of 30mm diameter by 60mm height, was presumed to be
distributed evenly throughout the specimen as verified visually upon specimen removal.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 illustrate the observed uniformity exhibited by the synthetic

R-11 /1-1 20

hydrate specimens at the higher reaction percentages of 85% and 100% respectively. Thus,
the sampling volume/area extents of the ThetaProbe are not acontributing source of error
during experimentation as the hydrated specimens are homogeneously represented at
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various reaction percentages over the entire range of tests. Also of note, asmall amount
of pure R-1 l/H 20 hydrate formed under the bottom porous stone causing aslight uplift in
some experiments; however, no deviation of results seemed to be perceptible in conjunction
with this circumstance.

5.4) Bulk Dielectric Constant vs Hydrate Content:
The fundamental premise of the research conducted and presented in this thesis was to
determine adistinct relationship between hydrate content and the bulk dielectric constant of
sand specimens. Synthetic R-1 11H20 structure II hydrates were formed in the pore spaces
of saturated 20/30 Ottawa sand specimens at predetermined hydrate percentages based on
the void volume.

Important volume calculation data and pivotal Thetaprobe readings

relevant to the resolve of the bulk dielectric response associated with specimen hydrate
content are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. The dielectric mixing model
(Equation 2.7) and equipment specific polynomial relationship relating the voltage output
of the ThetaProbe to the bulk dielectric constant (Equation 2.8) are used in conjunction
with each other along with manipulation of test data to furnish acorrelation between the
specimen's bulk dielectric constant and the experimental hydrate content.

The dielectric mixing model gives us the ability to predict the theoretical bulk dielectric
constant of the test specimens provided that we know the volume proportions, as the model
founded on volumetric principles, and individual dielectric constants of each constituent
within the specimen.

Each test specimen is made up of acombination of the following

elements at various points during experimentation: 20/30 Ottawa sand grains, de-aired
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distilled water, liquid R-11, R-11/1120 hydrate, and possibly some air pockets.

The

specific dielectric constants for each component were obtained from readily available
literature and corrected for temperature effects to attain applicable values at testing
conditions of 1 °C (Table 2.5).

An assumption was made that the synthetic R-11/H20

hydrate would possess similar dielectric characteristics to natural hydrates or ice as specific
laboratory equipment to measure the dielectric constant of pure hydrate directly was
unavailable. The ThetaProbe could not be used to perform this operation as the anticipated
dielectric constant of hydrate lies below the reliable accuracy range of the intended design
parameters governing the probe's output (Delta-T 1999, 2000).

The dielectric constant for the solid 20/30 Ottawa sand grains (Ka(
san d)) could not be
specifically found, instead atypical range of dielectric constants for dry sand was given. It
is important to realize that dry sand has an inclusion of air voids within the pore spaces that
artificially lowers the actual dielectric constant of the solid sand grains, thus, areasonable
value needs to be approximated through experimental calibrations using the saturated test
specimens.

Once each test specimen has been saturated and cooled/stabilized at

experimental reaction conditions it is comprised solely of sand and water. Therefore, the
volumetric proportions of water and sand grains comprising the saturated specimen are
determined from the respective total and void volumes as previously measured.

The

experimental bulk specimen dielectric constant is derived from Equation 2.8 by substituting
the ThetaProbe reading (mV) recorded at 1 °C prior to the addition of R-11.

Now the

dielectric mixing model of Equation 2.7 is employed to compute the only unknown, Ka(sand),
for each saturated specimen as expressed in the sample calculation adherent to the 100%(3)
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test. Since specimen uniformity was previously stated to be in good agreement among
all experimental tests, an average value of Ka(sand)

=

8.33 was established for use in any

further calculations or analysis.

Example calculation for the 100%(3) test:

Specimen Volume Proportions
VTsat

=

743.2 cm

VV5AT

=

313.6 ern

Vsand

=

VTSat

-

-•

Vvs AT = 429.6 cm3

-

p

(42.20%)
(57.80%)

Experimental Bulk Saturated Specimen Ka
ThetaProbe reading @ 1°C
'IKa = 1.07 + 6.4w

-

979 mV

-+

642 + 4•71

'

Ka

=

31.49

Dielectric Constant of Sand Grains
Dielectric mixing model
Ka

=

@ 1°C

[V(K) °'
5]
2

-+
+

Kau
Kasan

=

=

31.49 & Ka(water)

=

87.68

8.25

Predetermined hydrate contents were chosen for each experiment spanning arange from
0% to 100% with adequate repetition to show strength in consistency of the results.

A

comparison analysis over this complete range of hydrate percentages was applied to the
bulk dielectric response of all specimens, leading to the development of a distinct
correlation between hydrate content and the bulk dielectric constant of sand specimens via
manipulation of experimental data.

The reactions surrounding hydrate formation were

unable to be verified precisely, thus, comparison between the model-fit and the
experimentally determined bulk specimen Ka brought about abetter approximation of the
actual hydrate content present in each specimen.
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The first step is to obtain the bulk dielectric constant of each specimen (Kau Ik)) at zero
percent hydrate content which occurs when the specimens are completely saturated at 1°C
just prior to initiation of the hydrate formation process.

The model-fit bulk dielectric

constant was estimated for each saturated specimen from the known volumetric proportions
and their corresponding individual dielectric constants, including the aforementioned
average Ka(sand), by utilizing the dielectric mixing model once again as shown by continuing
with the selected 100%(3) test example.

Since specimen uniformity has proven to be in

good agreement, an average Kau1k) was acquired over the complete range of experiments
for the saturated specimens (0% hydrate content) along with aminimum and maximum
value which accommodates fluctuation of the curve fitting process for the final KauIk)
versus hydrate content relationship.

The experimental and model-fit minimum, average,

and maximum bulk saturated specimen dielectric constants are displayed in Table 5.1 for
progression of analysis.

Model-fit Bulk Saturated Specimen Ka
Dielectric mixing model @ 1°C

-*

Ka

-

=

Ka(water)

=

Ka(bulk)

=

87.68 & KaAVG(Sand)

=

8.33

31.58

Now the experimental and model-fit bulk specimen Ka values are computed for each test as
well as an amended hydrate content conforming to the dielectric mixing model by
manipulating the experimental data, summarized in Table 5.1.

The experimental bulk

dielectric constant for each specimen is simply estimated by plugging the final specimen
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millivolt reading into the specific 3rd order polynomial relationship that governs the
ThetaProbe output as exemplified in the ensuing computation.

Experimental Bulk Hydrated Specimen Ka
Final ThetaProbe reading @ 1°C
JKa= 1.07 + 6.4'

-

6.4112 + 4•73

262 mV

-

"

Ka

=

5.72

Determination of the model-fit bulk dielectric constant and the actual hydrate percentage of
each test required significantly more data manipulation accompanied by afew assumptions
in order to yield appreciable results.

Originally it was assumed that 100% of the liquid

R-1 1added to the saturated specimen reacted to form synthetic hydrate, however, this is
unlikely as imperfections in specimen uniformity and the arbitrary mechanical mixing
method provide negative influences against the ideal situation. Thus, the known volumetric
proportions of each specimen along with their respective individual Ka were applied to the
dielectric mixing model by utilizing knowledge of the published hydrate reaction ratio and
adjusting those values that are subjective (i.e. unreacted liquid R-11 versus R-1 11H20
hydrate) in order to generate a specimen Ka(b ulk) value similar to the experimentally
determined one.

The subsequent example demonstrates how the volumetric specimen

proportions from the experimental data were applied to the mixing model for computation
of aKa(bulk) equatable to the ThetaProbe measurement.

The final total and void volumes of each specimen have previously been determined along
with the sand grain volume, thus, it is only the influence of liquid and hydrate phases
within the voids that is of concern. It will be assumed that the amount of liquid R-1 1added
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to each specimen is identical to the water expelled for ease of computation; although
some slight variation did occur its effects are inappreciable.

The final volume voids is

comprised of unreacted liquid R-11, water, and hydrate based on a3.41 H20/R- 11 volume
ratio.

It was also assumed that all volume expansion experienced by the specimens was

attributed solely to hydrate formation. Through trial and error the amount of reacted R-1 1
taken up by hydrate was varied until the specimen constituent volume proportions, in
conjunction with their individually known dielectric constants, yielded aKa (b ulk) from the
dielectric mixing model that converged to the experimental value.

The actual hydrate

content as facilitated by this method of computation was determined by reworking the new
specimen volumetric proportions, specifically the reacted R-11 which forms hydrate in
comparison to the specimen's final void volume. These results are compiled for each test
and are summarized in Table 5.1.

Specimen Volume Proportions
VTfinal

=

903.5 cm3,VVFINAL

Vsand

=

429.6 cm'

Vhydrate

=

455.8 cm3

Vwater

=

11.1 cm3

VR..11

=

7.0 cm'

=

473.9 cm3
(47.55%)
-

-

p

-

(50.45%)

(1.23%)
(0.77%)

Model-fit Bulk Hydrated Specimen Ka
Dielectric mixing model
Ka

=

@ 1°C

[V(K) °5 ]
2

Ka(water) = 87.68, KaAVG(sand)
Ka(R-11)

=

3.8 5, & Ka(hydrate)

-*

Ka(bulk)

=

5.79

-4

%Hc =

96.2%

Actual Hydrate Content
%Hc =

(Vh yd
ra t
eI
VVFAL)lOO

=
=

8.33
3.2
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A plot of dielectric response encompassing all specimens over the complete range of pore
space hydrate contents from 0% to 100% was established in Figure 5.6 using Table 5.1
results for the actual specimen hydrate contents and the model-fit bulk dielectric constants.
The actual hydrate contents and the model-fit bulk specimen dielectric constants for each
test were used to derive the sought after experimental correlation of

Kau1k)

versus

%Hc.

These particular results were obtained via application of the dielectric mixing model which
provides consistency of origin and amore accountable means of data interpretation for both
data sets.

A third order polynomial trendline was best suited to curve fit the data,

transforming the visual relationship between hydrate content and the bulk dielectric
response into amathematical interpretation as defined by Equation 5.1:

(5.1)

Kau1k)

=

1X10

5

%HC3 + .0027'%HC2

•4018'%Hc + 30.637

Figure 5.6 depicts avery obvious trend of decreasing specimen bulk dielectric constant at
greater pore space hydrate contents as expected for this research initiative to be successful.
The

3W

degree polynomial trend line of Equation 5.1 fits the experimental results extremely

well; possessing acorrelation coefficient of 99.63% (R2 = 0.9963) as the vast majority of
data points lay on or very close to this best-fit curve. Another important observation from
Figure 5.6 is to notice the close grouping of results for tests with similar hydrate
percentages, further supporting the consistency and repeatability of the experimental
process as well as bestow confidence that this distinct relationship will govern any
anticipated result over the entire hydrate range.
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In general the model-fit and the experimentally determined

Ka(bulk)

values also exhibited

excellent agreement with each other as depicted by their grouping along alinear path of 45°
slope in Figure 5.7, with the exception of afew experimental results experiencing some
discrepancy from the model predictions.

This emphasises the successful ability of the

dielectric mixing model to accurately predict the specimen's bulk dielectric response with
respect to hydrate content in comparison to the experimentally determined values from the
ThetaProbe.

It is advantageous to use the model-fit Ka(bulk) values to define the distinct

relationship between hydrate content and the bulk dielectric constant of sand specimens as
the majority of experimental values were satisfied by the mixing model, eliminating any
detrimental influence by outliers.

A few tests experienced appreciable discrepancies when converging the model-fit

Kau1k)

to

the experimental value as appropriately labelled in Figure 5.7. The first of two disparities
was evident in tests 30%(l) and 30%(2) as the model-fit

Ka(bulk)

was limited by the amount

of liquid R-11 initially added to the specimen, resulting in ahigher prediction than the
experimentally derived

K3(b1k).

Realistically the amount of R-1 1/H20 hydrate formed

cannot exceed the theoretical maximum, thus, it is hypothesised that these specimens
experienced anoticeable volume of water leakage during the hydrate formation process
responsible for reducing the experimental ThetaProbe reading.

Test l00%(l) also

exhibited some disparity as hydrate formation was limited by the lack of water available
within the specimen voids. The lower experimental Ka(bulk) was adirect result of some
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additional source of water being utilized for hydrate formation, likely stemming from the
unaccounted excess standing water atop the specimen immediately after the filter stone was
removed in the early stages of the hydrate formation process.

There may be some error associated with the average individual dielectric constant
determined for the solid sand grains as well as the assumed Ka for hydrate, however,
application of these values into the dielectric mixing model produces consistent results
across the board for all experimentation and no disconcerting effect was noticed. Another
concern is the possibility of air entrapment in the specimen after final specimen
compression resulting in lower millivolt readings due to air pockets in the general vicinity
of the ThetaProbe measuring rods. It is assumed that no air voids exist in the saturated or
final hydrated specimens. Conversely, if this rational shall not hold true, the effect on the
bulk dielectric constant would be essentially unnoticeable for the miniscule amount of air
potentially present in the specimen void volume.

The specimens at the larger hydrate

contents revealed adrying phenomenon confined to the top portion of the specimen as the
hydrate reaction process sequestered pore water. Thus, the top portion of the specimen that
underwent this drying effect was well outside the effective measurement volume for the
ThetaProbe and no experimental results were influenced. It was also assumed that the final
specimen compression applied just before test completion did not alter or disturb the
specimen hydrate structures in any capacity.

One final aspect during the hydrate formation process worth some commentary is the
distribution of synthetic R-1 l/H20 hydrate with respect to the individual sand grains,
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especially at test completion. The occurrence of natural hydrates are speculated to exist
either entirely within the pore spaces of the unconsolidated sediments comprising the
in-situ deposits or arguably force the individual grain contacts apart and envelope
sediments in alarge agglomeration of hydrate. Both theories have merit but are not well
understood yet as there is alack of intact sample recovery, gaps of knowledge in natural
hydrate kinetics, and time dependency concerns related to in-situ hydrate deposit formation.

Throughout the hydrate formation process, during the mechanical mixing/shaking intervals,
it is expected that the sand grains always remained in contact with each other.

It is

assumed that only loose sand grains, liquid R-1 1, and unreacted water were able to move
about freely when the specimen was shaken vigorously. The R-1 l/H 20 hydrate formation
process was not consummated by an immediate reaction, although some hydrate would be
prone to rapid formation as the two immiscible phases were mixed turbulently.

Further

hydrate formation definitely occurred within the pore spaces within the sand grains once
the free material settled after each mechanical disturbance.

Subsequent mixing intervals

promoted continual hydrate formation by allowing any unreacted water, liquid R- 11, and
free sand grains to intermix once again.

It is assumed that the majority of the synthetic

R-1 1/1120 hydrate existence throughout the final specimen was indicative of individual
sand grain cementation by apore-space matrix of hydrate with isolated pockets of pure
hydrates very sporadically distributed. This was also adequately verified upon specimen
removal by diligent visual observation at the greater hydrate formation percentages of 85%
and above.
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The original thesis objective has been successfully satisfied by the development of a
distinct relationship involving the bulk dielectric response of Ottawa sand specimens with
respect to pore space synthetic R-11/H20 hydrate content (Figure 5.6 and Equation 5.1).
Now any specimen pore hydrate content can be determined by obtaining an experimental
ThetaProbe measurement reading, converting it to abulk dielectric constant using Equation
2.8, and comparing this Ka(bulk) to the graph in Figure 5.6 or substituting it into Equation 5.1
provided that no appreciable experimental errors are apparent.

5.5) Volume Expansion:
It is well documented that volume expansion accompanies hydrate formation as the specific
volume of water increases 26 to 32% along with adensification of the gas phase (Makogon
1997; Makogon et al. 1998). The second objective of this research was to demonstrate that
volumetric expansion is fundamentally associated with hydrate formation and roughly
proportional to hydrate content, further supporting the argument that a true synthetic
hydrate structure was formed during experimentation. Equations 3.9 and 3.10 were used to
obtain the specimen's final total and void volumes as documented in Table 4.1.

These

calculations are subject to the same errors and assumptions previously deliberated for the
preceding volume calculations.

The specimen volume change due to synthetic hydrate foiiiiation was determined via
Equation 3.11 as a percentage change in specimen void volume during the hydrate
formation process. This result is expressed graphically against the actual hydrate content
(Table 5.1) in Figure 5.8 over the entire range of experiments as the percent specimen
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volume change with respect to the saturated volume of voids. It is clearly illustrated that
volume expansion accompanies hydrate formation in the pore spaces of these specimens as
anticipated from known hydrate kinetics literature.

The measure of volume expansion

associated with hydrate formation is obviously proportional to the final specimen hydrate
content, but to what degree can not be determined due to the uncertainty and subjectivity
surrounding this facet of experimental data.

The experimental testing procedure was primarily geared towards promoting hydrate
formation within the specimen voids and only secondary emphasis was placed upon a
measure of volume change. Thus, the percent volume expansion values portrayed in the
final test results for each specimen are lacking precision and should not be considered
absolute in magnitude as the disparity between values of similar hydrate contents are
considerable. This is especially evident at the lower hydrate percentages

( 60%) as shown

in Figure 5.8 where some of the data points dip into the negative, depicting acompression
in volume, which is not theoretically possible without the inclusion of errors/inaccuracies.

The main sources of variability responsible for the discrepancy in % expansion values are
as follows: specimen uniformity, inequality of R- 11 addition versus 1120 expulsion at the
start of the hydrate formation process, potential leakage of liquid phases during mechanical
mixing intervals, subjectivity surrounding the specimen's final air void compression at test
completion, and final specimen height measurements. The final compression applied to the
specimen after the hydrate formation process is the most likely rational responsible for this
inconsistency because of its crude nature (lack of precise repeatability in application for
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each test), thus, potentially altering the density state of the final hydrate specimens and
disturbing the sensitive hydrate structure. However, the second thesis objective is
sufficiently satisfied as Figure 5.8 unmistakably evinces the trend for volume expansion to
proportionally coincide with hydrate formation, which is especially prevalent at the larger
hydrate contents.

5.6) Specimen Removal:
Clusters of synthetic R-1 1/1120 hydrate were collected during specimen removal at the end
of each test.

The consistency/solidity of the intact hydrate clusters was somewhat

dependant on the hydrate formation percentage associated with the individual experiments.
Solid hydrate did not form at the lower hydrate contents although it was evident that the
formation process was in effect. Hydrate formation percentages of 50% saturated specimen
void volume or less produced semi-solid, gel-like, agglomerations with no real structure.
ThetaProbe readings exhibited a clear distinction between values as the hydrate content
increased, however, at these lower percentages there were no distinguishable differences
observable between the removed specimens. It was also noted visually upon removal that
the final hydrate specimens did not contain any substantial air pockets trapped within,
further strengthening the assumption that all volumetric expansion was solely aresult of
hydrate formation.

The amount of solid hydrate, including size and solidity, that formed within the specimen
voids increased dramatically for tests from 60% to 100% hydrate content.

Actual solid

hydrate chunks were attained from the specimens, especially at 85% to 100%, requiring
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forceful chiselling to remove them from the experimental apparatus. These solidified
lumps were very cold to the touch, had a grainy texture, and strongly resisted crushing,
appearing like frozen nodules of sand held together by ice crystals. No ice was ever present
in the specimens as the cold room temperature never dropped below 1 °C, thus, all
observations are adirect representation of the synthetic hydrate structure. Illustrations of
the synthetic R-11/1120 hydrate chunks for 85% and 100% specimen hydrate content are
shown in Figures 5.9 through 5.14.

Gaseous R-1 1evaporated directly from the hydrate structure as the specimens warmed to
room temperature while the hydrate chunks weakened in strength and eventually
disintegrated to water and sand grains. One other warming effect of interest was that athin
glazy coating formed around the exterior of the intact hydrate clusters and seemingly
slowed the decomposition process.

This occurrence may be analogous to the "self'

preservation effect associated with natural hydrates as discussed in Chapter 2.
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Table 5.1

Sample

Experimental and manipulated data supporting the specimen bulk dielectric
response versus hydrate content.
% Hydrate Content
Theory

Actual

VolumMasurments

Bulk Dielectric Constant

Saturated

Hydrated

%

Ka

Ka

VVSAT

VVFINAL

Expansion

Experimental

Model Fit

MAX

0.0

N/A

N/A

N/A

31.66

31.58

MIN

0.0

N/A

N/A

N/A

29.96

29.38

AVG

0.0

N/A

N/A

N/A

30.85

30.94

30

36.5

307

317

3.12

18.37

19.92

30(2)

27.8

310

289

-6.78

16.64

21.54

50(3)

51.4

305

338

10.68

15.66

15.70

307

321

4.69

18.58

18.46

19.98

20.01

Prior to
R-ii
Addition
30(1)

50

37.5

50(4)
50(5)

30.7

306

321

4.82

50(6)

42.3

276

275

-0.43

16.67

16.57

60(1)

60

56.1

295

310

5.23

14.32

14.41

70(1)

70

71.4

312

395

26.68

11.08

11.13

78.2

300

364

21.23

9.10

9.86

75.7

301

348

15.79

10.27

10.30

86.0

268

402

49.98

8.00

8.02
8.20

70(2)
70(4)
85(1)

85

85(3)
85(4)
100(1)
100(3)
100(4)

100

85.7

307

388

26.39

8.29

92.0

307

423

37.74

7.06

6.99

98.9

300

418

39.11

3.24

5.54

96.2

314

474

51.11

5.72

5.79

44.83

5.95

5.88

95.9

309

448
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Figure 5.1

Comparability of the initial and saturated specimens on atotal volume basis.
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Comparison of Initial Specimen Void Ratios
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Figure 5.2

Comparability of the initial specimen void ratios prior to saturation.
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Comparison of the Specimen's Void Volumes
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Figure 5.3

Comparison of the initial and saturated specimen's volume of voids.
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Figure 5.4

Synthetic R-1 1/11 20 hydrated specimen at test completion for 85%.
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Figure 5.5

Synthetic R-11/H 20 hydrated specimen at test completion for 100%.

Model-fit Bulk Dielectric Constant vs Actual
R-1 11H 20 Hydrate Percentages
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Figure 5.6
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The bulk dielectric response of Ottawa sand specimens with respect to pore space synthetic R-11/H 20
hydrate content.
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Figure 5.7

Correlation between the experimentally derived and the model-fit bulk dielectric constants.
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Figure 5.8

Specimen volume change with respect to synthetic R-1 1/H20 hydrate formation over the complete experimental
range of tests.

III

Figure 5.9

Hydrate chunks obtained during specimen removal from an 85% test.

Figure 5.10

Hydrate chunks obtained during specimen removal from a100% test.
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Figure 5.11

Larger hydrate chunks isolated during specimen removal from an 85% test.

Figure 5.12

Larger hydrate chunks isolated during specimen removal from a100% test.
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Figure 5.13

Close-up look at alarge synthetic hydrate lump salvaged from an 85% test.

Figure 5.14

Close-up look at alarge synthetic hydrate lump salvaged from a100% test.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Recommendations
6.1) Research Limitations:
The research presented in this thesis makes an important contribution to the current
knowledge of gas hydrates with respect to viable detection and quantification techniques.
It is clearly shown that the degree of pore saturation by R-11/1-120 hydrate in sand
specimens

can

be

determined by the

bulk

dielectric

response.

However,

the

experimentation conducted herewith in and results presented are considered to be rough and
preliminary, not without some obvious limitations. Time domain reflectometry in general
is not applicable to frozen soils (permafrost hydrates) as the individual dielectric constants
of hydrate and ice are very similar, making it nearly impossible to distinguish between
these phases.

There is also aconcern with utilizing this method upon fine grained soils which possess
bound water as aresult of the proximity to active colloidal surfaces.

This bound water

phase exhibits amuch lower dielectric constant than free water, varying as per type of
minerals and the distance from the particle surfaces, with alower limit of tightly bound
water postulated close to that of ice (Dirksen and Dasberg 1993). As well, there is also
concern with the potential influence of competition between the mineral surfaces and the
hydrate structure formation for the portion of bound water comprising the saturated pore
spaces. Thus, much greater experimental detail is required to refine this method as aviable
option for its intended purpose, although the initial building blocks have been laid from this
research initiative.
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6.2)

Continuation of Research:

A distinguishable bulk dielectric response associated with synthetic hydrate content in the
pore space of Ottawa sand specimens has been clearly proven by this research initiative.
This relationship, as shown in Figure 5.6, is afunction of the unique clathrate structure and
expected to be independent of the gas housed within the hydrate. It has also been shown
that volumetric expansion accompanies hydrate formation as an inherent characteristic
(Figure 5.8), verifying previous knowledge of hydrate kinetics.

This sets the stage for

specific application of this research to hydrate specimens formed using natural gasses such
as carbon dioxide and methane at pressures much greater than atmosphere.

The correlation between the bulk dielectric constant of soil specimens and pore space
hydrate content needs to be scrutinized in great detail, isolating the effect of individual
variables such as: temperature, pressure, salinity, pH, soil type (sands versus clays), grain
size, density (porosity and permeability), etc. These factors and many more which may be
present in or surrounding natural hydrate deposits must be investigated in order to develop
areliable detection and quantification method applicable for avariety of expected in-situ
conditions.

6.3)

Geotechnical Gas Hydrate Research Laboratory (GGHRL) Implications:

The Geotechnical Gas Hydrate Research Laboratory at the University of Calgary is aone of
a kind facility equipped with state of the art high pressure laboratory testing apparatus
capable of analyzing specimens at pressures upwards of 2OMPa within a temperature
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variation between -25 and +80 °C.

The laboratory houses specialized high-pressure

triaxial cell connected to agas/water circulation system, specifically designed to facilitate
formation of carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) gas hydrates in a variety of
geotechnical mediums and simulate in-situ conditions of natural gas hydrate deposits. The
complete testing system is also comprised of electronically enhanced monitoring and
analysis features with respect to amultitude of sample or specimen characteristics such as
shear strength and related engineering properties under triaxial conditions, deformation,
temperature, permeability, and the capacity to include electrical and acoustic properties.

A clear relationship between synthetic hydrate content in sand specimens and its bulk
dielectric response has been established, laying the building blocks for acontinuation of
more in-depth research involving detection and quantification of hydrates via dielectrics.
The next logical step is to extrapolate this research to "natural" gas hydrates using the
specialized equipment in the GGHRL; firstly at fairly low pressures (3, 5, and 10 MPa)
with CO2 then progressing to higher pressures paralleling natural deposits, reaching an
imposed ceiling of 20 MPa due to equipment limitations. However, the ThetaProbe is too
large to functionally incorporate into the high-pressure triaxial cell. It also lacks the control
and precision required for experimentation of amore delicate or sensitive nature regarding
reconstituted "natural" hydrate specimens. Thus, asmall or mini TDR probe in conjunction
with an oscilloscope is the best suitable option for integration directly into the highpressure cell of the triaxial apparatus. This set-up allows the accurate measurement of the
TDR trace wave, giving rise to the bulk dielectric constant of the specimen, imparting the
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necessary precision for analysis of reconstituted gas hydrate specimens and eventually
natural gas hydrate cores (potentially provided courtesy of the Geological Survey of
Canada).

6.4) Industry Relevance:
The current focus of industry is on developing successful detection and quantification
techniques with respect to realizing the vast energy potential of natural hydrate deposits.
Currently BSR's are being adapted and interpreted for the detection of hydrate deposits but
there is much uncertainty and debate following this argument. Sample recovery provides
the most relevant information about a specific hydrate deposit, however, this process is
extremely delicate, time-consuming, and very expensive. The ultimate goal is to use these
natural hydrate cores for continued research to identify the unique geomechanical
properties of methane hydrates and develop accurate detection and quantification methods
that are also economically friendly.

Dielectrics have shown immense promise from the results presented within this thesis as
the bulk dielectric response of synthetic hydrate specimens can be accurately related to the
hydrate content contained in the pore spaces. This relationship, although proven successful
in the laboratory for synthetic hydrates, must be resolved upon specimens that exhibit
conditions similar to natural hydrate occurrences for confidence and reliability in
application as previously discussed.

However, there will always be a measure of

uncertainty involved with this relationship due to the abundance of influential factors that
contribute to the heterogeneity of natural hydrate deposits.
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6.5)

Statement of Optimism:

The premise of this research initiative was to provide aunique contribution of knowledge
associated with the detection and quantification techniques applicable to natural gas
hydrates. The experimentation focused on the analysis of synthetic refrigerant (R-1 1/H20)
hydrates in the pore space of reconstituted Ottawa sand specimens by employing time
domain reflectometry principles to verify specific hydrate contents and determine atrend
from the bulk dielectric response. The main thesis objective to define areliable correlation
between hydrate percentage and the dielectric constant of the bulk specimens was
successfully achieved as per Equation 5.1 reproduced below.

K(bulk)

=

-1X10 5'%11C3 + .0027'%c2 .4OlS'%Hc + 30.637
-

It was also sufficiently demonstrated that volumetric expansion is fundamentally associated
with hydrate formation and roughly proportional to hydrate content, satisfying the
secondary research goal.

Continued laboratory investigation will be undertaken in the

Geotechnical Gas Hydrate Research Laboratory at the University of Calgary utilizing the
TDR characteristics of hydrate behaviour founded from this research for CO 2 and CH4 gas
hydrates at much higher pressures.

It is imperative that reliable detection and quantification modi operandi are developed to
identify hydrate-laden strata and determine the amount of natural gas feasibly recoverable.
Realizing the enormous potential of gas hydrates as asignificant energy yield is the chief
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industrial goal with secondary emphasis/attention directed at understanding and
controlling environmental harms.

This research provides the fundamental link between

detection and characterization of in-situ deposits as these natural gas hydrates are the new
environmentally friendly energy source for the future, provided that industry can develop
an efficient and economical extraction procedure.
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TYPICAL VALUES
(% RE1AII1EDct46 6\5)
100
60

ASTM 1 20/30

60
40
20

UNG ROUND SILICA

0
68

PLANT: OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

20

38

PAN

U S. A. SIEVE ANALYSIS
(1) AMERICAN FOU14DRYMEN'S SOCIETY

TYPICAL VALUES
% RETAINED
INDIVIDUAL
CUMULATIVE
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
97.0
98.0
2.0
100.0

USA STD SIEVE SIZE
MESH
MILLIMETERS
16
1.180
20
0.850
0.600
30
PAN

% PASSING
CUMULATIVE
100.0
99.0
2.0
0,0

TYPICAL PROPERTIES
COLOR
GRAIN SHAPE
HARDNESS (Mohs)
MELTING POINT (Degrees F)

WHITE
ROUND
7
3100

.

MINERAL
pH
SPECIFIC GRAVITY

QUARTZ
7
2.65

TYPICAL CHEMICAL ANALYSIS,
S10 2 (Silicon DIoxIde
Fe2O 3 (Iron Oxide)
A1 203 (Aluminum Oxide)
TiO2 (Titanium Dioxide)
CaO (Calcium Oxide)

99.8
0.020
0.06
0.01
<0.01

MgO (Magnesium Oxide)
Na 2O (Sodium Oxide)
K20 (Potassium Oxide)
101 (Loss On Ignition)

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.1

.

CONFORMS TO ASTM C778
Cmb8 18.1997

DISCLAIMER: The information set forth in this Product Data Sheet represents typical properties of the product described;
the information and the typical values are not specifications. U.S. Silica Company makes no representation or warranty
concerning the Products, expressed or implied, by this Product Data Sheet.
WARNING: The product contains crystalline silica quartz, which can cause silicosis (an occupational lung disease) and
lung cancer. For detailed information on the potential heath effect of crystalline silica quartz, see the U.S. Silica
Company Material Safety Data Sheet.
-

U.S. Silica Company

Figure 9.1

P.O. Box 187, Berkeley Springs, WV 25411-0187

(304) 258-2500

20/30 Ottawa sand specification sheet (U.S. Silica Company 1997).
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DuPont

Page

Material Sa fety Data Sheet.

11FrLEONu 11 (Discontinued)
Revised 2-OCT-2002

CEFOIN11

CoMpoITxax/IORNATION 0117 INGREDIENTS
Components
aterial
*I1ET}flx, TRICILOROFLUORO-

(4*.FX.EON

11)

CJ.$ number
75-69-4

100 %

* Disclosure
as a toxic chemical is required under section 313 o
Title III of the superfund Ame ndments And Reauthoriz.tion Act o 1986
and. 40 CFR part: 372.

-----------------LICL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

----------------------------------------------

Physical Data
soiling Point
Vapor Pressure
Vapor Density
% Volatiles
Evaporation Rate
Solubility in Water
PH
Odor
Form
Color
Density
Appearance

Figure 9.2

23.9 C(75 F)
147 psia at 25 dog C (77 dog F)
4.9 (Air
1)
100 WT 9
(CC14 = 1)
Greater than 1
0.1 WT% @ 25 C (77 F)
Neutral
Slight ethereal
Liquid
Colorless
1.48 g/cc at 25 dog C (77 dog F)

: Clear

Refrigerant 11 material safety data sheet (modified from DuPont 2002).

